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This was my ninth year as Headmaster of

Stanstead College. It’s hard to believe tl vat

the years lave passed by in what seems

like an instance. It is not an exaggeration

to say tlat this year to been one of my
favourites. OK, the weather wasn’ t very

good, especially the early spring, blit the

company was terrific. We lad an amazing

group of people at the school and I think

years from now, as time continues to flash

by, all of us will remember 20 I 3-20 14

as a special time in our lives. Many things

made this year special for me, and keeping

the song “My Favourite Things” in mind, I

want to tell you about a few of them.

Here's my Top 10 List:

10. Head’s Dinners at the Buffet

Continental, mainly to see how many

plates Roger Peng can eat!

9. Fall sports practices. There’s something

about the return to school, the warm

weather and the clanging autumn colours

tlat makes these afternoons unique. This

year we were one of the last ETIAC

schools to field a varsity football team and

our snail group of guys lad a remarkable

season against some very tough

competition south of tlae border.

8. Mr. Williams’ poems. Always a

highlight of our Athletic Assemblies. How
does he make rhymes with names like

Guerra, De Grace and Azur? But did you

know tlat he also writes laikus and many

otto thought-provoking poems? Get on

his enail distribution list!

7. The hour before the buses leave for

Prom, seeing everyone dressed up and

gathering in front of Colby and Davis in

their best for this fun night. Love the red

(school colours -- not purple!) worn by

Aika and Vicky this year.

6. Students’ speeches. We were lucky to

hear a number of them this year at our

assembly, and I particularly recall the

presentations by Ginger, Rob, Thomas and

Nayla. You could hear a pin drop in Pierce

Hall as they spoke.

5. Colby second floor. The contrast

between the energy and noise of the

daytime versus the quiet and intense

atmosphere during evening study.

4. Anne of Green Cables. One of my
favourite productions of all time carried by

a group of lunior School students with

Abby doing an anazing job in the lead role.

3. Year-End Talent Show. Memorable

perfornances as usual!

2. The piano in the Reading Room.

Nothing better than to sit at my desk and

to hear students playing at all hours of tine

day and night, hn going to miss your

practices, Paulina, but luckily Ben and

Namka will be back.

1. I know you won’t believe it, but. ..sit-

down lunch. Everyone likes cafeteria style

but our family lunch is something tlat

makes Stanstead special. Meeting new

people, engaging in friendly discussion and

conversation, and enjoying the moment.

I’ve never lad a student actually ASK to

sit at the Head’s table but D'ew did it

twice this year! Anyway, as difficult as this

may be to fathom at the moment, I think

you’ll miss it.

I want to wish our gradiutes the very

best as they move on to university and

welcome back our returning students for

their next year at Stanstead College. As

good as this year to been, I hope that next

year will be even better.

- Michael Wolfe
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First of all, I would like to Funk all my Yearbook Glib hard workers.

This book wouldn't be the same without you guys. Also a big Funks

to Mr. Murray for all your Itelp!

It's been a busy yet wonderfiul year. I hope we did a good job

capturing some memorable moments for you!

To all to returuning students Enjoy and tresure your stay at

Stanstead College. It will be a experience you never forget!

To all the graduating students: Don't ciy because it's over, smile

because it luppened. I wish all the best for you!

Love,

Eva Hou

I was at another school’s graduation

watching some of my friends get their

diplomas. Their valedictorian started the

usual way, by addressing tier classnutes as

tine future doctors, lawyers, and engineers

of America. I found tlut a bit cliche' and

inaccurate because statistically, out of the

approxinutely 200 people at this school,

five will be doctors and 1 4 will be

convicts.

So future doctors, lawyers, engineers,

and convicts, I’d like to talk about dreams. Without them, our

world would be a dull, boring place. However, I want to tell all

of you today Fiat it is okay if you do not Iwe one. If you’ve

always had one, by all means go for it. But if you’re still

wondering what to do with the rest of your life, thinking in the

long term is not necessarily good. It takes away from the present.

Instead, you should, as comedian Tim Minchin puts it, be “micro-

ambitious.” Have short term goals, live in the moment and don’t

let a future that liasn’t even luppened yet affect you too greatly.

For all you juniors, the ones who Iwe 3,4, maybe even 5

years left, make the most of the time you Iwe left because before

you know it you’ll be graduating too.

And for all of you who are graduating, this is the first day of

the rest of our lives. Enjoy.

“Life moves pretty fast. If you don’t stop to take a look around

once in a while, you might just miss it.” -Ferris Bueller

- Rory Butler

I believe I speak on behave of all the

students when I say that we are

forever grateful to Iwe such

amazing families who Iwe

sacrificed so much, and Iwe worked

so turd to allow us to experience

this amazing opportunity. Thank

you to the hard-working staff and

our wonderful teachers who have

generously given their time, and

our patients for nuking sure our

experience at Stanstead was the very best tlut it could be.

Of course, this school would not be wlut it is without all

those wearing blue and red blazers. Everyone lus

accomplished great things this year. Some will return to

continue their journey at Stanstead, but nuny are off to

start a new one. Although the end of year is a time to say

goodbye, it is also a time to smile, to hug, to laugh, to look

back and embrace every single moment tlut you luve

created here. The friendships and memories tlut were made

are some of the most priceless and precious gifts we can

receive. Sometime you get a funny feeing when you’re

leaving a place. You’ll not only miss the people you love,

but you’ ll miss the person you are right now in high school

because you’ ll never be this way again. Congratulations to

alL thank you for nuking my year and for nuking

everyone’s year truly unforgettable.

- Emily Norris



refects
Front

Jacqueline Zhang

Vicky Liu

Emily Norris (co-head prefect)

Headmaster Wolfe

Asst. Headmaster Wells

Rory Butler (co-head prefect)

Ray LePabic
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Patrick Colomb
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Ted Starr
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Jeff Standage

Scott Bridgeman

Jean-Jacques Prevost
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Patrick Beaupre

Patrick Fraser
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Darcy James
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Missing: Chris Planetta, Marilee Andres, Carmen Campbell,

Rob May
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Andrew Davies

Lucio Del Toro
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Susan Fitzpatrick

Marie-Pier Germain '01

Dr. Pierre Geoffroy '77

David Gray

Darren Gray '00

Joyce Halpin '38

Robert Hirsh '87

Stanley Holmes Sr. '53

Todd Hsu '9

Sean Ingutia '06

Ian Jackson '82

Bart Kasowski '89

Terry Kell

Patrick Kelly '85

Mitch Kotansky '80

Genevieve Laquerre '00

William Layton '46

Joseph Levy '69

Jane Livingston

Hilda Lui 05

Samuel MacCallum '80

Sylvie Maclsaac

Suzy McDonald '95

Ali Martin-Mayer

Doug McEwen '76

Allan Metrick '68

John Moses
John Nadeau '77

Rebecca Nienkamper '83

Zubin Panthaki '85

Francois Paradis '92 (vice-chairman)

Isabelle Paradis-Gatcliffe '89

Matteo Pasquale 74
Michael Peirce 73
Robert Perretta '04

Angelo Perrotta

Matthew Price-Gallagher

Luc Quirion

Carl Remillard-Fontaine '97

Philip Renaud '89

Yvan Ronsse

Amani Sawaya
Valerie Scraire

Robert Scobie '94

Charles Seagram '92

Joel Segal '75

Ronald Spaulding

Catherine Van der Linden

Geoffrey Wagner '71

Akiko Watanabe '93

Matthew Watt '99

Scott Waugh 70
Judith Webster

Philip Webster - Honorary Chairman

Rosalie Wilson '90

Alyson T. Wood
Chris Wood
Ianitt Yoo '96

Jane Zhuang

Honorary Trustees

Thomas C. Camp
Charles W. Colby

John Mackay '52

Harry Walker '47



UNIVERSITY GUIDANCE
Eryn Hessian, Keri Reynolds, Ali White,

Donna Richter, Wendy Thomson

TUCK SHOP
Lucy Roy

SECURITY
Richard Boyer
Daniel Bergeron
Richard Roy
Francis "Buck" Sayers

Robert Demers
HEALTH CENTRE

Holly Moore, Josee Perreault, Dr. Guy

ARAMARK
Olivier Jean, Francoise Desbiens, Sharon Prince,

Jean Hartley, Mario Bousquet, Melissa Prince,

Mark Madure, Charlene Dubois, Yves Lavoie

ADVANCEMENT
Gabriella Ron, Karen Cushing, LeeArme Smith,

Ross Murray, Dugie Ross (absent)

staff

Missing: Bradley Butler, Brenda Lee Buzzell, Brandon

Crook, Harley Lazenby, Adam McDonald, Judy Mosher,

Janet Mosher, Carroll Sayers
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"Believe that there's light at the

end of the tunnel. Believe that you

may be that light foisomeone
else." I

' - Kobi Yamada his year was one of the best!

years that I have had at

Stanstead College. I would like to

thank all of my old and new
friends for the laughs, the te<*rs

and everything in betweenJMam
have all made this year a

memorable one, and I hopeThifl

can stay in touch with all of you.

For those who are staying here,

make the rest of your time herfeH

as great as it can be, because
trust me, it goes by fast. For

those who are leaving this year

good luck, and have fun wherever

you are and in whatever you are

doing. I am so happy that I gotij

the chance to come to this school

and make memories that I will

cherish forever, I hope to see you

all soon! :)

greatness



So it’s over. Four years ago I

walked into Stanstead College and

now I’m leaving. I’ll miss it

because of a few special people.

First, I’d like to thank my parents

for making it possible for me to go

here, you guys are awesome! I’d

also like to give a shout out to my
advisor/teacher/curling coach Mr.

Planetta. I’ll definitely miss your

humor next year. Ian Kemp, you’ve

been the MVP of my high school

career. You’ve been a true friend

and I hope you come to UVM next

I

year. To the rest of the 802 crew,

LC, XKM, EB, DWD, and RA, I’ll

fniss our dinners together, but

don’t worry, I’ll be back. Donald

and Cody, you guys are a trip and
chem just won’t be the same
without you two and Blairsy. Abe,

you’re absolutely nuts, but that’s

what makes you. Stay crazy, I’ll

vote for you when you run for^

office. Now Madyf I saved you for

last because I really don’t know
what to say. I’ve had a crush on

you since like 9th grade, and I

hope that we’ll stay in touch

because you’ve been a true friend,

one that I’ll miss like crazy next

year. To everyone else, thanks for

making my last year here

memorable, I’ll see y’all later.

My year at Stanstead College has

been incredible with challenges

and achievements. I made really

good friends that helped me a lot

throughout the year to improve my
English and I would like to thank

them, because without them, I

don’t know what I would have M
done. I will never forget you girl

for everything you have done for

me. Also, I’m leaving Stanstead
|

College full of memories in mind 1
like my road trips with the hockey

team in U.S.A. and all the

weekends that we spent playing

hockey together. I had the best

soccer season and the chance of

experiencing rugby for the first

time in my life. I lived a lifetime

experience in Stanstead College

and will never forget how much I

have learned and now, I feel ready

to leave high school for university.



r

e must exchange the philosophy

excuses - what I am is beyond
f control - for the philsophy of

Barbara Jordan

"Just do the best you can. No one

can do more than that."

- John Wooden

is was a cnanenging year

er six years I have learned a
Stanstead College has had a good
influence on my life. I will forever

i be thankful for everyone who has |
helped me become who I am
today. My parents have always |

;

had a positive influence on me and

1 1 wish to thank them. To all my

|
friends at Stanstead College I wish

you the best, and hopefully we will

meet again.



The best moments are always

|those that pass too fast. Them
Stanstead College truly nad to be
an exceptional moment because
despite the IQrpage essays, the

research papais, the book report

the entire nights stayed up working

and the countless testsjl still

pannot realize how fast everythin

went^A chapter of my life is abou
ose, and another to open, bu
nd will renriain memorlesfl^T!

always cherish. From the

wonderful people I met to the

things I tried for the first time

(*cough* rugby... but do not get

me wrong, I loved it!), everything

will stay etched in my head and my
heart forever. Thank you to

everybody who made this year so

memorable. This place differed in

many points from any school I

attended in the past, but it is an

amazing chance I got to be a

member of the Stanstead family. If

I have only one regret, it is to not

have joined it earlier.

"Get rich or die tryin'.V Fifty Cent

ff have spent the most wonderful

two years at Stanstead College. I*

will never forget the good
memories I gained here, thanks

to all the teachers, especially Mr.

Van Dyke, thank you for

everything. And to my lovely

roommate, Alex Clermont, you

are the best! And hope everyone

has a great summer and see you

at Homecoming!!!!



My year here at Stanstead was
definitely one to remember!®^
couldn’t have been better

surrounded. I would like to thank,

mjr boyfriend, Cody, for always

being the bestone and for being

mffbest friend as well. The year?

was easier \fith you byfny side]

Whanks to my parents who ma
nuge sacrifices formed) come-—
here and for their support. And
finally the girls: Cyn, Liz, Tricia,

Gemma, Carly, Camille and more,

you girls are awesome and I hope

to stay close. We had a nice «
hockey season with the girls, filled

with lots of memories to bring with

us. A big thank you to all my
teachers for the help and advice. I

wish all grads the best of luck in

their future.

M can’t believe it is time for me to

*say goodbye :( Mr. Grenier and Mr.

Van Dyke, I thank you for changing

r my future in such a positive way
rand making me want to have music

in my everyday life. Without your

influence I probably would’ve

ended up taking a different road.

Don’t forget all of the amazing

songs we played and how much
fun they were to put together and

I perform.

ISO SOUNDTRAX!
Gracias a las ninas mas guapas

que hicieron que me la pasara

locccerdo, Majo (siempre me vas a

tener ahi contigo), Cami y Mariana,

las amo <3 y no me dejen de

visitar. C’est quoi ton nooom ? A --

special shout out to Vicky <3, Fred,

Poncho, Gianluca, Aika, Olivier,!

Tristan, Tom and Christof. You ; l

guys always kept me laughing ana

smiling, so thank you. Callum, love

you so much, Bosch and I miss •

|To my Mean Girls: Nayla/Karen,

staying up getting to know each
! other ALO was awesome. Ashley/

Janice, I will miss you and your**

craziness so much and don’t forget

that I’m your prom date ;) Madyson
; my love/Gretcheni( it hurts to say(k

I goodbye because I feel like we ran®
tout of time so quickly, but I want tofl

phank you for being SUCH a good*
friend lol. #mtb #timber Call me.

Johanna/Cady, 4 can’t say goodbye 1

to you bdft teemfinftely lucky to

have you as a best friend. I couldn’t

ask for a better person to spend

this year with and you changed it

from normal to unforgettable. I

LOVE YOU. #twins. Finally, thank

you to my parents and my
grandfather for giving me the

opportunity to stay here and have

the best high school experience

possible. I love you so much. Te
amo Tato <3.

I want to tnanRWiy parents Pete and

Lin for allowing me to come %this

school. Without them all of what I've

accomplished and created at this

school would have never happened,

so thank you guys! Secondly,4 want

to thank my advisor Mrs. Smith for

simply being like a second mother to

me and hard on me when I needed it.

I thank you for everything. Next I'd

like to thank the basement crew

Ceddy, Pat, Abe, Degs production,

Jack, Lappy, and lacky (Asian guy)

and Tony with frequent visits. You
guys made life

basement with

a lot easier in the

countless laughs and

stories from the weekends. You were
like brothers to me. Blister, Drewj(|

Sandstorm, Jamie, Butler, and Swiel

i'd

*
a.k.a Anthony, you guys are all

awesome. I really don't know whafl

do without you. I'm going to make
sure I visit next year. Some of the

ladies in my life: MYRIAM!!, Jessf

Asia, Carly, Genma, Nayla, and
Emily! You were all pleasant to hang
out with, and all very beautiful and
wish you guys the best next year.

Moving onto my Asian princesses

Eva, Crystal, and Miko, words cam
describe how much I love you girls

Without you, this year would be a lot

different. I hope in the future I'll fin

all 3 of you hanging out with each

other and me tagging along like

always. Now coming down to a fe’

Donny, I love you buddy**! wish yo

the best next year at Acadia

becoming a genius we all know yoi

be. Last but not least, a guy by mai

inames. Some call him the black

(mamba, or Chad his brother's narm

or even Myriam his ex-girlfriend's

name, whatever you call him he

normally goes by Mr. Bean Cody
Bean. Only a handful know Cody like

I do. He's one tough son of a bitch "f**

that I'll love forever! Had a lot of great

memories with you, buddy. I wish you

the best next year in hockey and at §
university! Quick shoutout to Ms. G
for keeping it real all year... That's it.

No more signing in, cuz I’m signing

out! #classof2014! #peace

It is amazing how time flies; my
|

high schooLcareer is officially™
done. I would like to thank all r9
friends who made my stay in *
Stanstead College as wonderfuB

as it can be, and thank you

Stanstead College for bringing 1
us together.* Lastly I would like to^

say to all the grads that wherever

you go, go with all your heart. \
Keep in touch <3.

v ~ ~jL^



This is it. Tpave deVoted three

years of m§Mife to this school with

2 of them as a prefect in Bugbee.

I’m actually going to miss the time

that I spent here and all the stupid

but fun things that I did with the

boys like the sending off of the ,

exchange students last year. Not A
to mention all those long talks *
about some deep stuff with Abe.

honestly will never forget them anM
I will miss them. 1

However, this is the time for me to '

move oryto higher [earning. As I go

to Ottawa for university, I can’t

help but remember all the fun ^
times I had in Stanstead. I coulc*
give you a long list but it will be *
filled with the kinds of things tha*
you would expect like the people*
the sports, and the trips. I would*!
rather give you the names of thd*
people that I had incredible jB
relationships with because they*H
made me who I am in this school*
I’m honestly going to miss those*!
nights with Abe. Dylon, PranavjBj
and the boys of the basement of*

j

Bugbee. Whenever I needed help*

you guys were there and you guy*
are special to me. Also Nikita,

Merik and Tristan O., your musidBf
kept me dancing almost every day!

Robert, Roy, and Jackson, thanlJl

you for helping me gain insight and

find myself. Really, there are many
people that I want to thank but I

|f|
don’t have enough room, m JM
Finally, I was most happy this year

so far in Stanstead College
f| *

because of one person and that |

would be Elisabeth Tremblay. She
was there for most the time and *
she is very important to me. I know
that we won’t be near but I

promise that everything will be

"The little things? The little

moments? They aren't little

Jon Kabat-Zinn

The end of the year has arrived, so

many great memories and friends

made along the way. It has been a

journey, with an amazing hockey

season with the boys. Great

memories of our roadies together

will never be forgotten. I would like

to thank the entire hockey team
and coaches for this great year,

the teachers for advice and I

guidelines, and finally, can’t forget

the girls at Stanstead College, but

one in particular!" Melanie Guay:

you were truly my sweetheart this

year. Let’s not forget all of her

crazy friends like Gem, Carly, Cyn,

Tricia and others that put together

with the hockey boys just made for

one heck of a good time. Guys like

Pat, Cody, Chris, Oli, Ethan, Marc
and others, you only meet once in

your life, and I am proud to call

these guys and all the 2014 grads

my friends.

Let the good times roll.

Time flies... 2 years at Stanstead

flew by like a plane in the sky. I

want to thank everyone who
made my time here such a great

experience. As rough as it was
from time to time, it definitely

made me grow as a person and
made me who I am today. To my
closest friends, it's just another

"see you later," and to those of

you who I won't see again,

best of luck in the future!



Everyone I met here became a part

of my life. Stanstead is like a seconc

home for me. Thanks to everyone

I have met at Stanstead.

Without any of you, I would not have

had such an amazing time here. The

very first Cafe Capp, how quiet it

was when I was playing the piano,

and the long-lasting applause after I

finished. The most memorable junioi

camping trip. The music classes,

always fun, and the most thing I

didn’t wanna see is Mr. G gets mad
at us. Mr. Williams’ art classes, all i

the journals, the paintings, the fun

work, the chicken bones thing. Mr.

Philip’s Ethics classes, Econ, and
AP Econ (the biggest class ever)ii

just remember not to play with i

anything during class. Mrs. Smith’s

math classes are snack and sleeping

classes for Asians, you know we alU
love you! Mr. Van Dyke’s math
series classes and AP physics. I’ll

tell you a secret: I took physics not

because I like physics or I have to

take it; | was because you were the

teacher^Mr. Wells’ AP Calculus: sir^

I did it, I didn’t quit it, I made it

through. Mr. Bridgeman’s AP Stats,

for people who don’t know, he can

make really good cookie#^**ftugby

is the best part of my school life

here, I’m glad that I tried it this year

and I love it! Thank you Ms. Hessian

and Mrs. May for the wonderful

season! And Mr. Wolfe, you are like

a father to us. And all the staff, you

are our parents at Stanstead. Thank

you all! And all my friends, Yuan,

Jackie, Tina, Pau, Amber, Aika,

Roger, Sheila, Alice, Jeffrey, Da,

Kevin, Bob, Marco, Jack. Thank you

Attending Stanstead College was
an extreme privilege I was graced

with this year. Although I only

spent one year at this beautiful

school it was definitely a year to

remember. I would like to thank my
parents for giving me the

opportunity to experience the life

of a private school and the

experience of living away from

home. Without them, this yean
would have never been possible,

is hard to believe that the year is

already done but this just goes to

show the significance of the quote,

“time flies when you are having

fun!” Stanstead College made my 1

senior year better than I could

have ever dreamt. I was able to

et many people along the way -ij

who had a huge impact on such a
great senior year. In particular the

hockey girls are a group to thank

for their enthusiasm and great

singing on each of our hockey trip.

As well Carly, Jess, Em, Asia, Mel

and Cyn were an amazing bunch ^
of girls that made this year the

fantastic school year it was.#
wouldn't have been able to do it

without all of you girls! Lastly 4 f

would like to thank everyone in

general, teachers, staff and friends
1

for an amazing year and one that I

know for sure will never be

forgotten! I look forward to seeing

--you £ll in the near future.

“You can fail at what you don't

want, so you might as well take a

chance on doing what

you love.” - Jim Carrey

z.

On a scale from pudding to

yogurt, the StansteaclB^X
experience is a solid caramel

frappucino. »

Shout out to the Bugbei

basement boys: Ray-Ray
Action Jackson, Roydehr,

Rimouski, Nikitah Killah, The
Half-Crown Prince, Ti

Frenchman... And Ryan, as we
as the bball team, for a great



It only seems like yesterd%when I

first got here at Stanstead. r
remember thinking (and I still do)

what was wrong with me coming
here.ll am pretty sure I was
traumatized with the level of energy

everyone had. I knew I wasn’t going

to be the same person at the end of

this first and final year. And as

usual, I was right. Anyways, I could

wrap up this text now by saying I

spent roughly 1 14,000 hours of my
life for a piece a paper that says I

am somehow “qualified” in some
sort of stuff. But it is more than that.

I will obviously remember my
classes and the school stuff but I

know for a fact that it is clearly not

what I won’t forget (and miss). I

think there comes a point when you

realize how important it is to be

surrounded by people that truly

care about you, but most
importantly, that you care for.

Chantal & Michel merci de m’avoir

supporte dans ce qui semblait une
deviation de parcours et de
m’appuyer pour celles a venir.

Merci Etienne & Julie. Marie-Eve

pour ne jamais abandonner meme
si ga paraissait perdu d’avance et

d’etre la seule a me comprendre
completement. Merci mille fois. As
for my fellow Stanstead Homies,

words can’t even describe how
much I will miss you. I decided not

to name anyone for the sole

purpose that you guys will

recognize yourselves. For many of

you, I know it is only the beginning

of never-ending friendships. You
guys became some sort of second
family & I would have never done it

without you. You’ve all been there

through thick and thin. All those

memories together are truly

unforgettable. I am grateful for all

you have done and beyond. I wish

you all the best and more.

WowTsix years filWBIown by so

fast it’s hard to believfcfm finally

leaving. There are so many people

that have made my life here so

amazing and will continue to make
my future even better. Thanks to

all the teachers that have taught

me over the years, thanks to my
loving advisor Carmie who has

always been there when I needed
her, and always will be. To Ms.

Hessian for everything that words

can’t explain, and to Mr. Ashworth

who has allowed me to experience

amazing opportunities; you have

been a grandfather figure to me
and I am forever grateful. I would

have never made it here without

my selfless parents who have

given me everything I need. I truly

am thankful. You have always kept

me grounded and remind me every

day about who I am and why I

should be proud of that. Thank you

and I love you so much. Of course

high school wouldn’t have been
anything without all the friends that

I have made throughout the years.

Jess, thanks for the five years. I’m

so glad that you were part of them
We’ve had so many great

moments that have turned into

even better memories. Asia,

thanks for always being there and
listening to everything that I have

ever had to complain about...

which is a lot. I love you so much...

literally! Andrew, I cannot even

begin to explain how important you

are to me. I’m so thankful you are

part of my life and I hope that you

always will be. My last two years

wouldn’t have been the same
without you, I love you. To all the

other great people thanks for

making this year memorable and I

wish you all the best in your

futures. And thank you, Stanstead,

for helping me find myself.

"Self-sacrifice is the reAmiracle

out of which all the repaned
miracles grew."

- Ralph Waldo Emerson
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I cannot believe I am writing this-—

write-up now, because this means!
my 5 years in Stanstead are about

to end. I had such an amazing
time here, and I would like to H
thanks my parents for that. They]
are so supportive and I know for

fact that I really missed them
during these five years. 20 days®
break. By saying that, I am looking

forward to seeing my family in fll

Taiwan soon, l am struggling tofl

have such complex feelings right*

now, I want to leave but not really,!

This feeling wouldn’t be here if IH
didn’t have such an amazing girfl

as my girlfriend Aika. Thank yoilH
for being with me these two years!
in Stanstead. I know for a fact that

j

I am happier than ever, ever since
|

I met you I will remember that Day
1 I had with yort^% Dylon Ril^fP"

Justin Wong, Andrew Norris,

Christopher Koo, Goettke’s family,

Emond’s family, Dubois’ family,

Malcom Wood-Downey, Tom
Boulanger, Marc Lafleche, Jason

Lee, Daniel Lee, Da Fu, and Kevin

Wang, thank you all for being

awesome. I really missed you

when you are gone. Best Wishes!

Goodi&ick Have Fun and be

patient :D

I know the voices in my head ar<

not real, but sometimes their ideaj

are just absolutely awesome.
Everybody wants to go to heavei

but nobody wants to die. Trust

your feelings. See you.

BTW My grandma makes really

good cookies.
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iWhen the idea of going to grade

at Stanstead College came up, I

loved the idea, but it didn’t seem
possible. When I finally decided to

go, I must say it was one of the

best decisions I have ever mad
My experience hero was definitely!

unforgettable Throughout my time

here, I made friends that I will ha«
forever and memories that I will

never forget. The first few months I

must admit were very challenging

for me, but with time I realized how
much I was really beginning to like

it! With the help of my advisor Mr.

Van Dyke, as well as Ms. Hessian

who helped me to be positive and

to pursue my dreams, it really did

make my year all that much better.

Also, thanks to the girls M.G, C.C,

E.T, C.M, J.T, E.N, A.W and of

course Gemma who helped me get

through the good times and bad

times. You will all be missed.

Five years at Stanstead has pass*
pretty quickly, and it’s finally over.^
First of all I would like to say thank 1
vou to my grandma. I could have }

lever gotten the experience and

opportunities I did without my
grandma making everything

possible for me. I appreciate

^werything you did and I love you so

^Mch. Thank you, Granny. Second

First of all I want to say that I’m so

happy that it’s finally over and that

I’m going to miss a lot of the

people from this place. I wish I

could hang out with you guys

forever and never go back to

school. But that’s not the point of

lifepve all have to move on and I

am happy that I got to meet? every

one of you. I also want to thank my
|fomily4or giving me the opportunity

to come to Stanstead; Although

times were difficult at times, lam
jsure i will look back and remember
hli the good memories that were

|
Unade between these walls, I will

ifniss the many sports practices, m
especially the hockey ones where
everyone on the team had so *

WfSrWm. t will also truss all the

weekends spent on the road goings

to tournaments and coming back

really late. This one and only year

here has thought me very valuable

lessons that I will cherish and carry

with me forever. Finally I would like

to tell everyone who decides to

study at Stanstead to never leave

any type of work due to the last ^
minute because like this grad write

up you will never have the time to

go over it. Anyway, I’m out. See
you all in the future hopefully as

successful as me ;) Peace,

Goodbye Stanstead.

e sisters t could \WweS
no one could have repl^H|
love you guys. Now to

H^WHIH't have gone iff

school year without. To Asia, Emily

and Donny, my time with you was
great and you were there for me
when I needed you. Emily, your

crazy funny moods that always

made me happy, to Asia, beingiff^

best roommate t cfthld ask for, and
for Donny, making,everything so

difficult but memorable for us.

Lastly to Butler, it was a short time

at Stanstead with you, but one of

the best. Thank you for always

being there for me and can’t wait to

spend the summer with you, mon
amour.

The world is not beautiful.

Therefore, it is.

- Kino’s Journal
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After finishing my last year of high

school, I felt not only excited and
pleasant about the memory here,

i

but also wistful of the approaching

future. Many things happened to

me during this year, some of them
were interesting and some of them
might be unpleasant and
disappointing. But throughout them
all, i learned a lot, especially how
to rise to the challenge of

difficulties with the thorough

strategy and unique ideas. In fact,

it was the toughest year for me, as

I needed to devote a lot into study

for the university applications. With)

four AP courses, I was|oo busy to

have much leisure time. However,

behind the loss of my free time, I

learned a lot which could benefit

me throughout my career in

university, especially with some
subjects that went far beyond the

AP syllabus. I finally entered the

top university in Canada, but it

wasn't a perfect victory for me. Onj

the way to the dream, lioften lost

myself for so manylimes that I ,

kept asking myself what I really

aspire to; even right now, I don’t

have the answer that can convince

me. Life is a long journey, and I ,

still have a long way to go. Today,

we graduate; but tomorrow, we will

still need to face a lot. Enjoy this

moment, and prepare for the

future.

We must accept finite

disappointment, but we must never

lose infinite hope.

My two short years at Stanstead

College were the greatest years of

imy life, and they wouldn't have
been possible without a number of

wonderful people. To my parents:

thank you for this incredible

opportunity and for all the sacrifices

you have made for me! I love you

guys more than anything. To my
teachers and coaches: thank you

j

for all your time and dedication, for

constantly pushing me to my limits,

* and for always believing in me. To

i
my girls: thank you for keeping me
strong when I'm weak, for making

\
me laugh when I'm sad, and for

I always having outfits for me to

borrow. To my boy: I have so many
things to thank you for that there's

noway l cc^Id mi! into a 300-wora

write-up, so thank you for

everything. To my advisee group:

thank you for your shining faces

every Tuesday morning #thebest.

To my AP Physics Class:

remember that you are the future of

Canada!!! And to everyone at SC:

thank you fpr changing my !ife,

even if only in the slightest way.

Every single one of you has helped

to make my journey an incredible

one.

"Everyone has the power for

grpatness, not for fame but

grfeatness, because greatness is

determined by service."

- Martin Luther King, Jr



It is hard to believe that three

years are already over. I am
appreciative and thankful for my
parents who gave me the chance

to study in Stanstead. Thanks to

my two best friends Eva and Miko

for always being there for me. I

can’t imagine the life without you

guys. Thanks to all my friends who
I can’t see next year. You guys

made my year more memorable!

Bonne chance!



GRADE 11

It was a great year at the big SC,

made a lot of friends, played some

]

sports, love this place. I'd like to

wish my buds Tom, Christof and
Seb some good luck at their

schools next year! I know they'll

love you there.

Over my one year in Stanstead I

have realized that no one is

smart. Even the smartest have

their retarded moments that

make us surviving here the

contribution of stupidity by each
pupil. I loved my Stanstead

College experience and all the

friends I made esp.

CF#MT#MM#WW#AB#TK#FZ#
AT#CA##NAMKA crew. I’d like

to end this by quoting the real

OG "Roses are red, violets are

blue and I am black which

makes the unique center of

attraction." And recognizing the

members of the Oreocrew
#WW#CF#MA.
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Time flies, lyias been an
]

awesome year with people aroundj

me. In the beginning of the y
oarf 1

faced new classmates, new !

teachers and new challenges^

Throughout theyear, peopjej

^courage^me^o get outpH
world of my ow^and meet sorn^
new friends^Thanks for all

1
^

people herejwho Supported r

who gave me th^motivatioril

involved, study hard and play hard.

Special thanks to Roger, who
always listens to me when I'm

nervous and gives me advice and

has been a good buddy to chill

with. Thanks to Yuan, who always

supports me. Thanks to Martin,

who can always make me laugh so

hard till I can't breathe anymore.

To all that I met here who won't

come back next year, I won't say

goodbye because at some point I

believe that we will meet again

someday.
Last but not least, to the 3rd Floor

Comrades, let’s have more fun

next year!

Je voudrais d’abord remercier mes

|

parents de m’avoir donne
I’opportunite d’aller au College de

j

Stanstead. Merci de m’avoir

toujours encourage dans
! I’adversitefje vous aime. pi

I would also like to thank Mr. Van

Dyke^MrJ Blair and Ms! Campbell

for everything that you have taught

me! I will always be grateful.

T^romPi^^WnBymever had,

good luck in your future and next

[

year at Neuchatel, you will be

missed. I’m always going to

remember those amazing nights in

Aruba with you, and hopefully in

the near future, we will have some
more memories together. By the

way, I will always be thankful for

you going to get Advil in the

morning after some rough nights,

thank you so much. We must stay

in touch, and don’t forget, you are

always welcome to my house;

after all, you are part of the family.

N’oublions pas les boys: Magog a

I’infini et surtout n’oublions pas le

King.

Spip
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Butler

“All men dream: but not equally.

Those who dream by night in the

dusty recesses of their minds
wake in the day to find that it was
vanity: but the dreamers of the

day are dangerous men,Tor they

may act their dream with open
eyes, to make it possible.”

- T.E Lawrence

Yet, don't you dare to be a

daydreamer?ner>
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2013-2014 is another year but one

that has changed me for the best.

I’ve learnt a lot if it through the

sports I played, in the classrooms

but most of all in and around the

school. Soccer season was a blast

with the boys. We might not have

been the most talented of teams,

but one thing is for sure we had a

lot of fun. Hockey season was
even more of a blast. We played

the game we love and we did it

with the boys. On roadies that

sometimes felt like days and some
weekends that finished a little too

early we always found a way to get

some fun out of them. It was a

great year and I would like to thank

all of my classmates and teachers

who have supported me through

the hard times away from home.

Most of all I want to thank my
parents for everything. The list is

just too long to talk about. The
friends I have made this year will

stay with me forever and will never

be forgotten. The relationships I

have made this year are some that

people dream of having. I wish all

the best to everyone and I hope
that you will fulfill the wildest of

your dreams. On that, I will see all

of you one day on the long

adventure that I like to call life.

This was my first year here and it

feels like home already. I have

enjoyed my time here and am
looking forward to coming back

next year. I would like to thank my
family, and my friends back home
for supporting me for my decision

to come here. I am having the

time of my life here. I have made
many lifelong friends at

Stanstead. I also would like to

thank all the staff of this school for

making my daydthere special. I

am very blesseddo be here.

Memories here at Stanstead will

stay with me forever.



"Sometimes you get the bear,

sometimes the bear gets you"

Brick Tamland

understand'

Brick Tamland

Dog goes woof

Cat goes meow
Bird ggg^tweet
and mouse gdes squeek

Cow goes mob
Frog goes ctyiik

and the etep&smt goes toot

Ducks say qwk
and fish go blub

and the seal gcjes ow ow (|| ow
ow
But theres one pound 1
That no one knbws
What does the fox say? 1
Ring-ding-ding*[ding-

dingeringeding!

Gering-ding-ding-ding-
j

dingeringeding!

Gering-ding-ding-ding-

dingeringeding'

What the fox sly?

Wa-pa-pa-pa-pa-pa-pow!

Wa-pa-pa-pa-pa-pa-pow!

Wa-pa-pa-pa-pa-pa-pow!

What the fox say?

Hatee-hatee-hatee-ho!

Hatee-hatee-hatee-ho!

Hatee-hatee-hatee-ho!

What the fox say?

Joff-tchoff-tchoffo-tchoffo-tchoff!

Tchoff-tchoff-tchoffo-tchoffo-
tchoff!

Joff-tchoff-tchoffo-tchoffo-tchoff!

What the fox say?

-Ylvis The Fox

Well I’d just like to say that this

year has been a blast, meeting

new people, making new friends,

and spending time with my old

ones. I can’t fit in everyone I’d like

to thank, but I’d like to recognize a

few people specifically: my mom
for her support and making it

possible to come here; Robert for

not just being an awesome
roommate, but a great friend, and
someone who was and is always I

there for me; my brother and
Xavier for the good laughs and all

the help he gave throughout the
j

year; and to both Mr. Williams and
Mr. May for their help as my
advisor and house director. This

year was filled with so many good
laughs (calculator right side up, m
calculator upside down... that’s it!)

and memories that will last forever,

and I can’t wait for more next year.

The Senior Boys Soccer trip to

Nova Scotia was amazing and all

the good times we had in squash,

with our few, but successful

tournaments, and the Grade 1

1

Ottawa trip was incredible too. My
first year as a prefect was a great

new experience and it seemed like

it just flew by. Thanks to everyone

for a very memorable year and I’ll

see you in the fall!

I want to thank my parents for

giving me the opportunity to come
to this wonderful school. It's a
privilege to be part of a such an
awesome, pleasant, and chill

family here at Stanstead College. I

hope to be back next year for the

final chapter of this unforgettable

adventure. A wise man once said:

"Honestly, just chill yo!" And even

in intense moments and momentsr
of hurry, he would repeat the same
words, I would sometimes ask:

what is wrong with this guy?

Looking back, he was right the

whole time, it's all about enjoying

these quality moments with the

people you love.



First of all, I would like to give

thanks to both very good lookin

parents. They helped me believ

in myself and appreciate

everything I have, tell me to sml
even when not everything is goin

my way. You guys are

irreplaceable. To my siblings:

Derius, thank you for being ther
, M

for me when I really needed
|

someone to talk too, and for Wfm
making me laugh. My perfect little F

sister, you are what drives me to 4

be the best I could possibly be and

I’m sorry I am not there for most o
your childhood. I love my life

because of having you as nwjB
close family?^ ^
I would like to thank all the people

for helping me become the person

I am today. 1 really do love my life

and the people in it. I love

i everything I have and all the food I

get to eat, my bed, also all the

i

homework I get Most importantly I

f
get to meet people from all over

j

the world through my years at

j Stanstead College. I can say that I

r have learned more lessons about

Mite and myself. For the people

who made my day’s brighter and
better this year, thank you to the

Hioon and back * ®
I would name everyone that really

made this year a great year for

me, but that would be too long.

Too the people that are leaving

next year, good luck! I love you

guys! The one person that made
me stay here, Emily Norris, thank

you for being there for me through

Grade 7, 8. You encouraged me to

not give up on SC, I love you so

much for that! I’m so sad that I

won’t have you on my sports team
next year. I’ll miss you so much!
PS: I still love Merick!

I would like to thai my parents fc

sending pe to Stanstead College

I would also like^o thank my
favorite teachers! Ms. Campbell,

Mr. Van Dyke and Mr. Blair for

making mytclasses with you so

enjoyable.
|
wish^everybody the

best in their nexfyear.

•i: l

*iy|



I have spent the past 3 years here

i in th%middle of nowhere in

Quebec. As odd as my decision of

coming here may sound to any

outsiders, ! truly believe that I

\
would not exchange my experience

- here for any other. Since Grade 9 I

|
have been blessed with the l

I presence of people who I cannot *

| imagine living without, I have

created friendships that I can only

hope will last my lifetime, most of

those people know who they are

| and I hope they fee! the same.

Coming from a guy who has move
all his life, trust me when I say thi

"It's a small world. “ I am sure that

will see some of you again. Mayb
we can relive some of those good !!_

Ola high school days; may those

moments be on our treks in the

bush, in Montreal, Aruba or Magog.

I lived some of my most memorable

moments with you. Deciding to take

a different path from Stanstead was
a clear decision for me, but it was
not a decision taken lightheartedly.

It is not easy to say goodbye to

those you have become
accustomed to see every day for 30

months, especially those who you

consider family. On se verra quand

on se verra.

en though I'll be back next year. I

have some people to whom I would

like to say “good-bye” and "thank

y°# Roger:! I couldn’t ihave asked

for a better roommate! Make sure

you stay in touch! My advisee group:

Every single one of you is leaving!

|
!m really gonna miss yo| guys (and

ariana). Rory and Emily: It was an

nor serving with you as my head

fects. I wish both of you the best

luck wherever you go. Maximilian:

was great getting to know you. and

s a shame that you oan’t return

next year. Seb: It’s been Jjgreat run

these past couple of^ears: You
taught me to loosen up and have

fun. Good luckltt CEGEP! Tom: I

don’t know who will replace our

Davis “hard-@$$.” Best of luck in 1

Switzerland. Maybe you could chill

with Maximillian while eating a

bunch of imported Kraft Dinner! ;-)

Sophie: I’ve known you since I was
in Bugbee, and you’ve been one of

my best friends since. I’m gonna

miss you so much!! What are we
gonna tell Marvin and his cousins!

Ray: I remember being in the same
group as you when we first came to

Stanstead. Look at us now! I’m m*.
gonna miss you, man. Liz: You are

really cool and funny, and I’m glad

that I got to know you. BTW I can
TOTALLY win an argument with

you! Malcolm: So much of the skill,

knowledge and passion that I have

for rugby I owe to you. Even though

you won’t be with us on the field

wearing the Red and White, your

[influence will still be there. Glad I got

to know you! To departing faculty:

Whether you were my teacher or

not, you definitely made a difference

(and I’m not just saying that because

it “sounds right”). We will all miss

you and wish you the best of luck. I

could go on thanking people forever,

but I’ve reached my word limit. So,

to any Spartans out there, whether

you’re still here or not, remember:

you will always be a Spartan!

SPARTANS! WHAT IS YOUR
PROFESSION?!

My first year here at Stanstea

College was unbelievable. <

many good memories, and a
many awesome people they we
shared with. I would like to tha

" my parents who gave me the

opportunity to have this §
experience. They make so many
sacrifices for me and truly are the

best. I'm going to miss all of those

moving on, and for those staying,

specifically the hockey fellas, I

can't wait for next year to get

started. We have a returning group

of some of the best guys I've had

the pleasure of meeting and

playing hockey with. We are a

family and next year is going to be

special. Once again thanks to all

who made this year a success!



Time is a valuable thing

Watch it fly by as the pendulum
swings

Watch it count down 'till the end of

the day .

The clock ticks lifraway

It's so unreal B
You didn't look oi

Watch the time g
window
Trying to hold on

know
I wasted it all jusl

WatctJ you go

It out the

n't even

ept everything irilfie

d even though; I ASP.
It all fell apart

What it meant to me will eventually

Be a memory of a time when
I've tried so hard

And got so far

But in the end

It doesn't even matter

I had to fall

To lose it all

But in the end

It doesn't even matter

- Linkin Park

If I return next year, I’ll have a kick-

butt write-up that’ll blow all o’ |our

minds, with thank yous|and V
everything. If not, then you’ll all be

missing out omthat awesome piece

of work. Eitherlway, it’s been great,

and the three years I’ve gotten to

spend here have been the best I)

could ask for. Thanks, guys.4
*

*
My favorite quote:

“If idiots could fly, this place would

be an airport.”

Here we go! This was my first but j
certainly not my last year at

Stanstead College. It went so fast,!

I can’t believe it’s over. I met m
hundreds of people who came H
from all over the world. It was the

biggest adventure of my life. That’s

why I would like to thank my
wonderful parents for giving me
this opportunity. I want to thank

my friends, who made me happy
every day, who made fun of me,

and supported me. Sorry, for not

waiting for you, Rita. ;) I would also

like to thank my awesome roomie,

Sam, who was always there for

me, who made me run at 6 in the

morning, who helped me with

French and always woke me up

after my alarm failed to do so. I

couldn’t ask for a better roommate!)

I would like to thank my teachers ,

for the help and advice. Especially!

Mrs. Carruthers, my marvelous

adviser, for everything you’ve

done! You made me a better

person. You were like a second

mom to me. Thanks to my
advisees: Cody, Robert and Nikita,

you made me laugh and “invisible.”

Thanks everyone for the best

PROM night of my LIFE!

Throughout my year here at

Stanstead College I realized that it

has become my second home.

Thanks to everyone for being my
second family. Good luck to you

all!



five years went by fast, yet I still

have one more to go. I'd like to

thank my parents for sending me
to this amazing place, and always

supporting me in many different

ways. I've had five awesome years

in this school, and I will never

forget the incredible moments I

shared with everyone I've met
here. Especially Jackie and Vicky,

my two besties. Without you girls I

wouldn't be who I am today. Thank

you for always being there for me,

and good luck in university and

everything<3 And for those who
are still coming back in

September, let's make this year

memorable!

i

Come a long way, with a longer I
way to go. Thanks to everyone I

who’s been there for me and

impacted my life one way or pf
another. The experience keeps me
pushing. Here’s to one more year

here at Stanstead College.

Ray, Merick, Nikita, Elizabeth T.pi

Sophie, and the Bugbee
basement, I’ll miss you all. Keep in

touch everyone, and I’ll catch you

all on the flip side.

A word of advice to future

generations and people who take

their time to read this: Keep your

heads up. Things aren’t as bad as

we picture them at first. Keep the

love moving and the music flowing

through your veins.

Peace, love, and all that smooth

I I had some great times with

Maddawg, Blister, Janko and

Sandy. I'm going to miss all of

the graduating boys from the

hockey team but I'll hopefully

see them next year at prom.

Lastly, I'd like to thank Donny for

being a great captain, we'll all

miss you a lot.
||

P.S. Max Hopper is the most

underrated funny guy at

Stanstead

Love Drew



The year is already over... I can’t

believe it! It went by so fast. This

year was simply incredible, full of

emotions. There are plenty of

memories that I wilt never forget. I

will always remember the roadies

with the hockey team and the

family we had this winter. A big

thank you to the team that

supported me. I had one of the

best experiences of my life. Rugby
seasorj was also lots of fun for me,
it was i completely different spirit

but great times! Thank you to my
girls, you made this par
memorable. Rita you were the best

roommate, I couldn’tiiave had
better, I love you! Je vous ||§|
remercie beaucoup maman et

papa pour cette opportunity que
vous m’avez offert, merci de
toujours etre la pour me supporter!

To everyone who is not returning I

love you all and I will miss you a

lot! Have a good summer
everyone :) I'm looking forward to

next year!

I want to know if you can be with joy

Mine or your own
If you can dance with wildness

And let the ecstasy fill you to the tips

of your

A Fingers and toes

Without cautioning us to

^ Be careful

Be realistic

T^llmember the limitations of

being human
-Oriah Moutnain Dreamer

On that note, I would like to thank

everybody who made this year

worthwhile. And very special thanks

to Mr.Grenier; nothing I will ever do
will thank you enough for making
such a great difference in my life!

Best of luck everybody!

Thanks to everyone I met and all g
the friendship I made over my two

great years at the Stead! All those I would first of all like to thank my
l times with my bro Ced

,
those parents for making this opportunity

^spares with Ethan Rist aka Blister, 'real. I could never be thankful
j

my life talks with Tom or with my enough for all the support you 1

1

boy Fou le gars en qui je crois, les guys have given me. I have grown
cours de francais avec les gars a and learned many things

dire a Chris comment il est cave, throughout my first two years at
J

my assemblies and advisor Stanstead. This school has really

meeting with prod, the weekend at turned me into a better person. I

my house with dpac, dave and am also thankful to have had the

marc, our undefeated lacrosse chance to try out a new sport. I ami
season even though Galt was truly happy to have played soccer
supposed to kick our ass..., as a goalkeeper! Throughout the

traveling to Hali for the soccer years I had the chance to meet
CAIS, the beginning of the year many incredible people that I won’t

rooming with the big sandman and forget. I would like to thank my
the second part with the one and prom date GB for always being

only JZ, the list could go on and on there for me when I needed it but

and there are too many other most importantly I would like to

people to name.

.

. but to end, the thank my best friend CA for

best of all those times was on the changing the game plan. You
road with the boys! I’ll remember made this year unforgettable as

those moments forever... well as pushed me to be a better

remember the anthore face! and stronger person. Another
Take care and good luck! Looking thanks to my great advisor for

forward to see some of you on the being the best guy out there! I

road of life again. want to wish all the graduating

For those at my prom table... De students congratulations and good
Magog a I’infini! luck with everything!
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"Nothing £an dim the light that
*

shines within,vffc • -wts^pS*fc

Jr i 4 Maya Angelou

The good thing is I’ve survived J
long enough to live my high school

graduation. The bad one is that I

have to do it again a second time,

and, to be all that honest, I would -

have been happy with just the oneB
next year, but enough chitchat: I

j

am proud to say that I'm pretty

satisfied with myselfJ have my fl

share of friends, a girlfriend I love, I
and more than decent marks, but 1

obviously not everything is perfect; 1

I have made my share of mistakes

along the way, and far from

everyone I know is a friend, but

that's expected from me. I'm a

loudmouth and it has gotten

people angry many times, but to

be all that honest, I couldn't care

less. The opinion of a random
classmate whose lifestyle is

nothing better than mine doesn't

really matter in my eyes. I am
happy with myself, my parents are

proud of me, and all who I care for

I can call my friend, and that is

really all I need.



This year has been one of the best

years I've had at Stanstead. I

would really like to thank my
parents for everything they've done
for me. They are amazing and I

love them so much. Thank you to

my basketball team + coach

Vandyke for a great season, I love

you all J. Thank you to all of my
amazing VT friends +2, Lyanne,

Rob, Ian, Xav, Erin, Ryan and of

course Rory who I will miss like

crazy next year. Thanks to my
amazing roommate Yuan Liu,

you're the best <3. Thanks to the

sleepover crew for all the great

times, you guys are groat. And last

but not I want to thank my mean
girls for all the funny jokes and
great times. Thank you Nayla

Salami/Just Karen for being so

funny and having white silk shorts

that you sleep in, Pau and I got a

lot of good laughs out of that.

Thank you Ashley Langevin/Janice

Ian for being so crazy and a good
friend, hopefully we can be in the

same dorm next year J. Thank you

Johanna Bosch/Kadie for being

such a great friend over the past

few years, it's been great and I'm

really going to miss you next year.

And last but not least, thank you

Paulina Guerra/Regina for

everything. Words can't even

describe how much I am going to

miss you. You are my best friend at

this school and honestly I love you

so much. I love how that you love

Miley Cyrus almost as much as I

do and I love how you're always

there for me. Good luck next year

love and please visit as much as

possible because I need you in my
life. Oh and P.S I love you Drew J

I would like to thank everyone for

an amazing year, especially the

hockey boys. We have been
through many ups and downs;

however we still remain a unit and
a team. I would also like to thank

1my parents for the number of huge
sacrifices that they have made for

my brother and me. My parents

decided to move away from

Montreal and closer to the Eastern

Townships, which meant that my
dad had to get a job transfer so

that Tim and I could have a better

education and have more
opportunities in the long run. I just

want to let them know that I

appreciate them very much and

that I will always be there for them.

Cannot wait for next year's hockey

season, and cannot wait to see all

the boys again, especially the

sleepover crew!

Keep in touch.



iMahatma Gandhi



These past 4 months were the best

experience I had in high school. I

made a lot of freindsfrom all

around the worlds Even though »
was not here for long, it still was 1
awesome and I thank everyone

who helped me get used to the 1
environment. Stanstead is gonna
be one of the highlights of my high

school career when I graduate next

year. I wish good luck to everyone

who is not returning next year and I

hope to see most of my classmates

next school year, f

Dad, you are my rock. My role model.

You have always allowed me to be

free. You have always embraced my
mistakes. You are irreplaceable.

Mom, you are the most giving woman
I have ever met. I know you love me
more than anything. I love you too. I

also love how you have five thousand

followers on Instagram. I just can’t

win. Bro, you are my go-to person. I

can’t wait to sit on your bedroom floor

to just make you listen to me talk

again. I miss you. I adore how I’m the

only person who can make you go
shopping. What I’m trying to say is:

Let’s go shopping. I’ll buy you stuff

this time. My friends, I wouldn’t have

made it through this year without you.

Thank you for coming to my room
every morning to get breakfast

together. Thank you for reminding

me I still have people like you to

count on. Thank you for making

every moment better, funnier, and
happier. Most of all, thank you for

never judging and letting me be

myself. Rosemarie, my dear

roommate, you are so beautiful yet

ridiculously awkward. I think you’re

amazing. I couldn’t have asked for a

better person to live with. Holly, you

have become a big part of my
support system and I am so grateful I

can always confide in you. You are

incredible. Ms. Reynolds, thank you

for keeping Webster house safe. I

appreciate all that you do for us. Mrs.

Ross, you have been remarkably

generous towards me. Thank you.

Mr. Grenier, I want you to know I am
so thankful for the opportunities you

have given me to perform my
passion. Stanstead College, thank

you.

In my time at Stansted I have seen
many strange, funny and just very!

very pure stupid things. I have
broken my wrist for the third time

in a row by thinking I could kick

with one leg in the air and then

kick again.... I forgot about gravity

for a few seconds, it was majestic.

#RussianJedi #Tlmur I also would

like to thank all those who were

there to support and sign my cast

with very nice sayings, with

Charles saying learn from your

stupidity! #Learn. Now finally I

started to like soccer because of

Moise, Charles, Timur and
Matthew Trnkus, aka Trinket, and I

became one of the best FIFA

players at Stanstead, and because
of this we won the Stanstead

World Cup! Like bosses. So in final

I would like to say #OreoCrew

"You are always free to change
your mind and choose a different

future, or a different past."

- Richard Bach



(Have a great summer everyone!)

It was a great two years with you
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Congratulations

to all

Ate*andre O^mont

Malcolm Woo^Do'Wy
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Claudelle Abdo Cesar Azar Alissa Bissonnette Nicholas Burleson Benjamin ClermontLiam Buck-Thompson

: r
im. -
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Jeremy Descheneaux Connor Fletcher Tristan Graham Peng Yi Huang Yihong (Trevor) Huang Ginger Jabbour Abboud

Hannah Johnston Jordan Laroche William Lebel Grenville Lines Olivia Ludwig Chiara Masotto-Prevost

Mauricio Quinones Padilla Karla Roel Gabriel Maria Jose Sanchez Perez Mireia Santisteban Peter Schulz Abuzar Sharif

Benjamin Smith Sadie Dewitt Smith Akimasa Takeda Li-Ming (Devin) Wang Shengbo (Sheila) Wang Susannah Wolfe



Yanhao (Tony) Yang Gabriela Zitnanska

Grade 9

Thomas Abbott YuriAsami Edmond Azar Rachelle Bergeron Maxime Bourque Kaylee Bowen

Cristina Gonzalez Gonzalez Taylor Gratton Changhui Hou Misha Hubacek Anica Koontz-MiUer
Ashley Langevin

Ming-Chih (Michael)

Chang
Shayla Coates Mya Daigle Samuel De Grace Arantza Diaz Barreiro

Castro

Marlie Gaudioso

Jeffrey Liao Yi Zhi (Alice) Liu Gianluca Lopardo Galan Andrea Lopez Sanchez Jiajia Ma Leslie Mackinnon



Grade 8

Bhum (Gene)

Maneechawakajone
Kayla Ouellet Mariana Sanchez Perez Anna Smith Andrew Stevens Momoko Takaoka

Francisco Bosch Vazquez Pui Yuen Cheung Jacob Ducharme Darnel DumontDiego Ancona Arias Ian Bissonnette

Isabell Hess

Alfonso Rubio Villarreal Yuan-Po (Paul) Teng

Maude Migneault

Anna Thinphang-Nga

Miren Escobar Legorreta

Auston Plotkin

Elizabeth Gaudreau

Lucia Ponce Laresgoiti

Will Huckins

Laia Santisteban

Morgan Ireland

Chloe Van Dyke John Wood-Downey Xinyu (Helen) Yao



Grade 7 ,

Kim Lie Botton Gilbert Broc Gomez Zackary Crawford Amanda De Grace Yihang "Justin" Jia Hidenobu Kaga

India Kitchen Alyssa Macpherson Abigail Murray Alexandra Smith

Timothy Smith Mackenzy St-Pierre Emily Willis

Exchange Students



EXCHANGE & GAP
STUDENTS

somethhig

JO BOSCH

LIFEGUARD

ETHAN RIST NATHAN SANDERSON

I LOVE YOU
,MARTN SCORSESE**-,.

THE WOLF
OF WALL STREET

how i

met your

moise

•BEST PICTURE 1

WE YOU EVER HAD A REALLY BIG SECRET?

QUIRION GIGUERE

STANLEY KUBRICK’S

A JOHN HUGHES PRODUCTION
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House Director: Mr. May
Assistant Director: Mr. Fraser

Prefects:

Cody Bean
Rory Butler

Ryan Fletcher

Ray LePabic

Robert Meisner

Jackson Qiu



Prefects:

Julia Gilpin

Genevieve Quirion

Jess Tomeo
Asia Wisco
Aika Yamashita^
Jacqueline Zhang
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1ST. 1872

House Director: Mr. Thompson
Assistant Director:

Mr. Colomb

Prefects:

Malcolm W-D
Andrew Donaldson
Thomas Hayden
Xavier K-M
Roger Peng
Jacob Borsari

Fred Foulem



E T
'

|
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Webster
House Director: Ms. Reynolds
Assistant Director: Ms. Olry

fy/frf. J
L . J

Prefects:

Paulina Guerra
Emily Norris

Eva Hou
Miko Hao
Vicky Liu

Nayla Al-Ajami







learn to skate
Thomas Abbott, Diego Ancona ,

Yuri Asami, Cesar Azar, Edmond Azar

,

Rachelle Bergeron
,
Sophie Blair, Kim Lie Botton ,

Gilbert Broc, Nicholas

Burleson, Michael Chang, Pui Yuen Cheung, Amada De Grace, Marlie

Gaudioso, Cristina Gonzalez, Isabell Hess, Kaga Hidenobu, Misha Hubacek,

Justin Jia, Hidenobu Kaga, Inkar Kydyralina, Jeffrey Liao, Grenville Lines,

Gianluca Lopardo, Andrea Lopez, Olivia Ludwig, Emily Norris, Lucia Ponce,

Mauricio Quinones, Alfonso Rubio, Mariana Sanchez ,
Peter Schulz,

Timothy

Smith, Andrew Stevens, Momoko Takaoka, Akimasa Takeda, Devin Wang,

Emily Willis

debating

Ginger Jabbour,

Moise Amani,

Roger Peng,

Anthony Re,

Aika Yamashita

sat/toefl
Alex Dejordy-Butler, Ryan Fletcher, Fred Foulem, Eva

Hou, David Jankowski, lan Kemp, Inkar Kydyralina, Drew
Packman, Genevieve Quirion, Samantha Rhainds, Nathan

Sanderson, Sagira Segovia, Eric Tang, Matthew Trnkus,

Catherine Turcotte, Yuhi Yoshikawa, James Zanca

Robert Allan, Abraham Bonilla, Rory Butler, Roydell Clarke, Arantza Diaz,

Andrew Donaldson, Miren Escobar, Jacob Hochstrasser-Borsari, Ginger

Jabbour, Ian Kemp, Xavier Koontz,
Alice Liu, Utsav Mehra, Sylvia Ortiz,

Camille Morissette, Laia Santisteban, Mireia Santisteban , Anna Smith,

Elisabeth Tremblay, Malcom Wood-Downey



Andreas Alexopoulos ,
Nayla Al-Ajami, Patrick

Barbieri, Alissa Bissonnette ,
Sebastien Bleau

,

Johanna Bosch , Kim Lie Botton, Kaylee Bowen,

Gilbert Broc, Erin Butler, David Carignan,

Lyanne Carruthers, Cynthia Champagne,

Benjamin Clermont, Zachary Crawford, Amanda
De Grace, Tricia Deguire, Namka Eldev-Ochir,

Da Fu, Elizabeth Giguere, Julia Gilpin, Christof

Goettke, Melanie Guay, Miko Hao, Thomas

Hayden-Lefebvre ,
Changhui Hou, Peng Yi Huang,

Will Huckins, Morgan Ireland, Inkar Kydyralina,

Cody Lapenna, Yuan Liu, Vicky Liu, Gemma
MacDonald, Alyssa MacPherson, Maude
Migneault, Abby Murray, Jordan Norris, Emily

Norris, Drew Packman, Jack Patterson,

Rosemarie Poulin, Jackson Qiu
,
Ethan Rist, Lou-

Henri Scraire, Martin Siu, Marco Siu, Alex Smith,

Carly Standish-Wallis, Mackenzy St-Pierre,

Madyson St-Pierre, Anna Thinphang-Nga, Adolfo

Tolentino, Jessica Tomeo, Catherine Turcotte,

Varitha Vungsuntitum, Kevin Wang, Sheila Wang,

Emily Willis, Asia Wisco, David Wood-Downey,

John Wood-Downey, Shuang Wu, Tony Yang,

Crystal Yin, Jacqueline Zhang, Felix Zheng,

Junwen Zheng

community service



cookingr
Rachelle Bergeron

, Kaylee

Bowen, Nick Burleson,

Tricia Deguire, Namka
Eldev, Miren Escobar,

Cristina Gonzalez, Olivia

Ludwig, Maude Migneault,

Abigail Murray, Sylvia

Ortiz, Lucia Ponce,

Alexandra Smith, Mackenzy
St-Pierre, Majo Sanchez,

Mariana Sanchez, Laia

Santisteban,Mireia

Santisteban, Catherine

Turcotte

Nayla Al-Ajami, Lyanne Carruthers,

Jeremy Descheneaux, Inkar

Kydyralina, Chiara Masotto-Prevos?,

Nathan Sanderson, Eric Tang,

Matthew Trnkus, Telmen Uurtsaikh,

Johanna Von Sprecklesen

imosaic

71[•J

Jacob Hochstrasser-Borsari,

Alexandre Clermont, Jean-Samuel

Couture, Sasha Gapich, Timur Khafisov,

Lou-Henri Scraire, Paul Teng ^ networking



|QZZ band

Diego Ancona, CezarAzar, Edmond Azar, Sophie Blair

,

Francisco Bosch

,

/Vrcg Yi Huang, Gianluca Lopardo, Roger
Peng, Mauricio Quinones, Genevieve Quirion, Samantha
Rhainds, Karla Roel, Alphonso Rubio, Tim Smith, Aki Takeda,

Devin Wang, Aika Yamashita, Jamie Zanca

Bob Chen, Zackary Crawford, Daniel Dumont, Connor Fletcher, Ryan Fletcher, Sasha Gapich,

Elizabeth Gaudreau, Paulina Guerra, Jacob Hochstrasser-Borsari, Peng-Yi Huang, Cody
Lapenna, Anica Koontz-Miller, Xavier Koontz-Miller, William Lebel, Alice Liu, Yuan Liu,

Merick Makila, Gene Maneechawakajone, Jackson Qiu, Genevieve Quirion, Mauricio

Quinones, Marco Siu, Martin Siu, Anna Smith, Sadie Smith, Anna Thinphang-Nga, Devin Wang,

Susannah Wolfe, Malcom Wood-Downey, Amber Wu, Aika Yamashita

circus



soundtrax
Sophie Blair, Johanna Bosch, Clementine Cohen, Namka Eldev-Ochir, Da Fu, Marlie

Gaudioso, Taylor Gratton, Paulina Guerra, Jacob Hochstrasser-Borsari, Misha Hubacek,

Anica Koontz-Miller, Xavier Koontz-Miller, Ray LePabic, Vicky Liu, Gemma MacDonald,

Gene Maneechawakajone, Robert Meisner, Tristan Ovesson, Mauricio Quinones,

Genevieve Quirion, Karla Roel, Momoko Takaoka, Elisabeth Tremblay, Rita Vungsuntitum,

William Walker, Aika Yamashita

Max Bourque,

Andrew Stevens

fishina

Jeffrey Au, Gilbert Broc, Jacky Huang, Peng Yi

Huang, Trevor Huang, Daniel Lee, Yuan Liu, Vicky

Liu, Gianluca Lopardo, Roger Peng, Lucia Ponce,

Mauricio Quinoes, Martin Siu, Aika Yamashita,

Tony Yang, Jacqueline Zhang

dragon club

spectrum
Rory Butler, Gilbert Broc, Eva Hou,

Jacky Huang, Daniel Lee, Jack Liu,

Sagira Segovia, Benjamin Smith,

Inkar Kydyralina, Miko Hao, Telmen

Uurtsaikh, Crystal Yin



Zackary Crawford, Myriam-Morenike Djossou, Andrew Donaldson , Morgan
Ireland, Alice Liu, Abby Murray, Sadie Smith, Mackenzy St-Pierre, Asia Wisco
Stagehands: Drew Packman, Nathan Sanderson
Lights: Jacob Hochstrasser-Borsari

Directed by Marilee Andres & Barb Wilkinson ^school play
anne or green gables

Jeffrey Au, Cody Bean, Ian Bissonnette, Maxime Bourque
, Liam Buck-Thompson, Nick

Burleson, Michael Chang, Shayla Coates, Mya Daigle, Alexander Dejordy, Jacob
Ducharme, Marlie Gaudioso, Elizabeth Gaudreau, Maximilian Hopper, Trevor Huang

,

Jackie Huang, Will Huckins, Youngjae Jun, Hide Kaga, India Kitchen, Daniel Lee,
Jordan Laroche, Ashley Langevin, Grenville Lines, Jack Liu, Leslie MacKinnon, Kayla
Ouellet, Tristan Paterson, Christopher Smith, Timothy Smith, Andrew Stevens, Chloe Van
Dyke, Tina Wang

card games



boosterr
Nayla Al-Ajami,

Grant Baird
,
Cody Bean ,

Cedric Charbonneau, Marc-

Antoine Desgagnes, Andrew Donaldson ,
Frederic Foulem, Julia Gilpin

,

Dflv/d Jankowski, Hannah Johnston, Ashley Langevin, Tony Linderson,

Alyssa Macpherson, Chiara Masotto-Prevost, Emily Norris, Kayla Ouellet,

Anthong Re, Jessica Tomeo, James Zanca

Johanna Bosch, David Carignan, Julien

Charest, Mya Daigle, Alex Dejordy-

Butler, Arantza Diaz, Namka Eldev-Ochir

Miren Escobar, Fred Foulem, Paulina

Guerra, Eva Hou, Ian Kemp, Jordan

Laroche, William Lebel, Tristan Ovesson,

Lucia Ponce, Ethan Rist, Alfonso Rubio,

Sagira Segovia, Maria Sanchez, Mariana

Sanchez, Laia Santisteban, Mareia

Santisteban, Chris Smith, Madyson St-

Pierre, Crystal Yin, James Zanca



Sophie Blair, Francisco Bosch, Gilbert Broc, Clementine Cohen, Nikita Ershov,

Sasha Gapich, Christina Gonzalez, Jacob Hochstrasser-Borsari, Peng Yi Huang,

Alice Liu, Gianluca Lopardo, JiaJia Ma, Leslie Mackinnon, Sylvia Ortiz, Roger
Peng, Lucia Ponce, Maria Sanchez, Lou-Henri Scraire, Sagira Segovia, Varitha

Vungsuntitum, Tina Wang, Susannah Wolfe, Malcolm Wood-Downey, Felix Zheng

archery
Moise Amani, Rachelle Bergeron, Daniel Dumont,
Nikita Ershov, Charles Fall, Misha Hubacek, Ray Le

Pabic, Gene Maneechawakajone , Karla Roel, Adolfo
Tolentino, Maximilian Torkuhl



duke of ed
Robert Allan, Kaylee Bowen, Erin Butler, Jacob

Hochstrasser-Borsari, Max Hopper, Robert Meisner,

Namka Eldev-Ochir, Jackson Qiu ,
Martin Siu, Malcolm

Wood-Downey, David Wood-Downey

broadcastinq
Hr Olivier Babin, Roydell Clarke, Josh Stacey

Eric Tang, John Wood-Downey

Samuel De Grace, Morgan
Ireland, Auston Plotkin, A
Samantha Rhainds, ^
Gabriela Zitnanska antiques

classic filmF
Moise Amani, Cedric Charbonneau,

Marc-Antoine Desgagnes, Charles

Eall, Maximilian Torkuhl, William

Walker, David Wood-Downey

Olivier Babin,

Timur Khafizov





Open ingWeek





Staff-Prefect Soccer



Football SC 46 Berlin, NH 22 •
Win for SG, loss for SB, JB I f||T1Al^nilTI I il
vs Northwood in soccer 111

- .



Quebec City Trip
Citadelle, National Assembly

Old Quebec, Le Monumen

aux Morts, Promenades de:

fantomes, Musee du for

Wendaki

#1 Sadie Smith &

Clementine Cohen: How

Light Intensity Affects

The Photosynthetic

Rates of Leaf Discs

#2 Ben Smith & Peter

Schulz: How The

Brightness of Glow

Sticks is AHected by

Temperature

#3 Alissa Bissonnette &

Susannah Wolfe: How

Electrolyte

Concentration AHects

Electrolysis of Water

Gr. 10 Science Fair
iC *



Halloween Dance



Lip Sync
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Christmas Dance
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Junior Science Fair

Grade 7 Grade 8 Grade 9

1 st - Emily Willis & Mackenzy St-Pierre 1 st - John Wood-Downey 1 st - Samuel De Grace & Andrew Stevens

2nd - Zack Crawford 2nd - Will Huckins 2nd - Alice Liu & Anna Smith

3rd - Auston Plotkin & Paul Teng 3rd - Misha Hubacek & Anica Koontz Miller



Valentine Dance



Grade 11 Ottawa Trip
Supreme Court

House of Commons

Haunted Tour

Diefenbunker

Sussex Drive

National Gallery

War Museum

lift.
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Habitat Trip
San Vicente, El Salvador
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Community Day
Centenary United Church

Sunnyside Elementary School

Colby-Curtis Museum

North Hatley Club

Stanstead College grounds

Tomifobia Nature Trail

Connaught Home

Stanstead Manor

Rotary Club Book Store

Haskell Free Library

Frontier Animal Society



World at Lunch



Junior Camping Trip
Coutts-Moriarty Camp, East Charleston, Vt.





® Variety Show





As the reigning ETIAC league and playoff champs, we started the

year with a roster of only 16 players, including just three

returners, only one of whom had been a starter. We quickly

realized that our team was fairly weak compared to last year's

and it would be a challenge to repeat as ETIAC champs and to

compete at CAIS. Tristan Ovesson was named team captain early

in the year.

We lost our traditional first game against Tilton 3-1, an

exhibition with TCS 4-1, and our first league game vs MV 5-3. It

was "a rather inauspicious debut." After that, however, we were

undefeated in the rest of our league games, going 5-0-2 (bad ties

- one to RR, and one to AG on a very stormy day), and lost one

exhibition to Northwood 4-0 on Homecoming. Next up was the

CAIS tournament in Halifax, NS. We were in a tough pool where

we lost 3-1 to TCS, 1-0 to PICK, and 1-0 to ASH. We believe we

should have been a middle 8 team fighting for ll-12th place. Due

to our pool results, however, we moved to the bottom 4! (BCS

was in an easier pool and got a 1-0 win over RSGC to go middle

8 and finish higher than us). Our pool teams' results: TCS played

in the tournament final winning silver; ASH won gold in the

middle div; PICK made the top 8 pool. And us... well we beat

RSGC (the same team that BCS beat 1-0) by a score of 6-0, with

the coach asking to end the game 15 minutes early! And then we

beat SH 2-0 in our last game (I don't like to call it the "bronze

final"). Thanks to juniors Liam and Will for joining the squad for

CAIS.

Returning from CAIS we did get some good news - MV had tied

their last two games (thanks, RR!) which meant we won the

league banner. We hosted the semi-final vs BCS ... let's just say

we wanted to show BCS a thing or two after CAIS ... and beat

them soundly 4-1. We then hosted Galt in the final and beat them

5-1 to complete the double and retain the playoff trophy.

This year feels particularly rewarding in that we accomplished

a lot considering we had less overall talent and a pretty rough

start to the year. We worked, improved our areas of weakness,

capitalized on our strengths, and basically got the job done.

Congratulations to all on a successful season. Thanks to Mr.

Standage and Mr. May for their help this season. Some

memories: Doccy sweats on Tilton trip; djandreas on the fifa

ll's; virtual chutes; Ethan's bear and ktb; bus bathroom rules

never to be broken... oops, sorry guys; Marc's almost-goal in the

final; swamp ball recovery; always on his phone - Mr. iRob; and

SO many header subway cards!

- Coach Simard

Front: Frederic Foulem, Jordan Norris, Tristan Ovesson, Coach May, Coach Simard, Coach

Standage, Abraham Bonilla, Cedric Charbonneau, Anthony Re

Back: Andreas Alexopoulos, Patrick Barbieri, David Jankowski, James Zanca, Jeremy

Descheneaux, Matthew Trnkus, Nathan Sanderson, Marc-Antoine Desgagnes, Ethan Rist, Ryan

Fletcher, Alexander Dejordy-Butler
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Our overall stats this year were: 18GP,

9W, 7L, 2T, 42GF, 33GA, 3S0. (Last

year's team also played 18 games, but had

12 wins... we scored 3 more goals but also

allowed 18 more.) Jeremy Descheneaux, a

talented and natural scorer, led the scoring

with 25 goals in 18 games, including 9

multi-goal games.

Fall Sports
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Front: Lyanne Carruthers, Genevieve Quirion, Julia Gilpin, Johanna Bosch, Asia Wisco,
Jessica Tomeo, Madyson St-Pierre, Erin Butler, Emily Norris

Back: Coach Van Dyke, Carly Standish-Wallis, Gemma MacDonald, Elizabeth Giguere,
Samantha Rhainds, Tricia Deguire, Elisabeth Tremblay, Cynthia Champagne, Melanie
Guay, Coach Diagana

It was always going to be tough to match the performance of last year's

absurdly talented team (i.e. only two losses in 19 games), but this year's

Spartans pulled it off. In fact, thanks to talent, heart and teamwork, they

not only equalled the success of 2012 but actually surpassed it!

With only three starters returning, including a vacancy at goalkeeper,

things looked bleak after the opening practice. But not for long. The

returning veterans were savvy and experienced. The juniors moving up

from Coach Grenier were hard working and well coached. The walk-ons

were talented. And one of the purest athletes in the school, Samantha
Rhainds, decided to try her hand at goalie despite never having played a

minute of organized soccer.

Our own Stanstead Invitational Tournament was our first test, and we
passed it with flying red & white colours. In fact, the team did something

they were unable to do last year, as they won the SIT championship plaque

with a 3-0-1 record on the day.

In ETIAC league play, we dug ourselves a huge hole by losing our first

game to Alexander Galt, as this meant we had to go undefeated for the rest

of the season to have a chance at the coveted regular season banner.

Impressively, the girls did just that, and earned themselves a winner-take-

all opportunity against the Pipers in the last game of the season. And in

what from henceforth will be called The Hurricane Game, the Spartans

prevailed 2-0 for the banner, out-toughing Galt through the worst storm

I've ever coached through.

Next came CAIS, and another great performance. Despite being placed

in the Pool of Death (or, as Coach Diagana called it, the Pool of Positive

Challenges and Learning Experiences), we advanced all the way to the

semi-final, where we barely lost a penalty shootout heartbreaker to the

eventual champs from Holy Trinity School.

And finally, in the ETIAC final, once more facing Alexander Galt (after

narrowly defeating Massey Vanier in the semi), Stanstead once again

toughed out a gritty victory, 2-1 this time, to end the 2013 season in the

best way possible.

Perhaps striker Gemma MacDonald said it best when she told me at

season's end "Hey sir, not bad, eh? 3 firsts and a third!" Translation: We
had four objectives this season - the SIT, ETIAC League and Playoffs, and

CAIS - and we almost ran the table. Add to that our 17-2-2 record, with

55 goals scored and 13 against, and I must agree. Not bad, indeed.

A heartfelt thank you to every single player for their effort throughout

the season, and special thanks to captain Asia Wisco - your constant

enthusiasm and leadership made these two autumn months more than just

a collection of wins and losses.

Well done, ladies. Potential met!

- Coaches Van Dyke and Diagana

enac
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moment
Versus Galt, for the

banner, Asia Wisco,
pushing aggressively

forward, gains the top of

Galt’s 18
,
passes square

to Gemma MacDonald,
who sends Cynthia

Champagne in on a

short, partial breakaway,
and even though it’s on
her left foot Cynthi-uh

coolly fires it bottom-

right corner for the

banner-winning goal!

CAIS 3rd place
SIT champions

Fall Sports
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The junior girls are like family - Arantza knows what I am talking about. OK.

Everybody knows what I am talking about. This is why I love coaching the junior

girls. They come to practice every day with enthusiasm and bring a kind of purity of

spirit to sport. They are not too concerned with winning all that much, even though

some of the sisters are hyper-competitive and need to be dialed back sometimes.

Really, they want to be together and share a positive team "thing. " I am never

exactly sure what that "thing" will be, as long as it's there and it's fun. You see, my

job as the team coach (I mean "dad"), is to get them to trust in each other and be

nice to each other and put together a solid practice with fun drills and good times.

Each and every day. That's what we will all really remember. The feeling is more

important than the win-loss record. The thing is, sometimes, all this adds up to

kicking the other teams' asses too! Heh-heh.

Boy, we were rolling through the beginning of this season. I mean, rolling. We
pounded the other teams in the league. Game one = 6-0. Game two = 5-1. Game
three = 6-0. Game four against the perennial champion Galt team = 1-1. We had 18

GF (goals for) and 2 GA (goals against) in four games. Are you kidding me? That's

gotta be some kinda team record. Tied for first place in the league after four games.

I thought we were going to have some kind of crazy undefeated season or something.

I had never seen anything like this team.

The second half of the season was, well, different. Wildly different. 5 GF and 6

GA. Whaaa? Hey, we still ended up in second place overall in the league and lost in

a tight semi-final. That's something. More importantly, we did put together an

awesome team "thing." Every girl on this team will remember. We had a blast

practicing together and playing together and watching Cristy score a goal.

Remember that?

Thanks to our award winners: Mya, Kayla and Alissa for bringing your heart every

day. You guys are awesome team leaders and even better big sisters. Special thanks

to Lis, the best team captain ever, for constantly reminding me what's truly

important on a team. I'll miss you guys. You really were like family.

- Coach G. I mean, of course, Big Daddy G.

Front: Marlie Gaudioso, Clodelle Abdo, Maude Migneault, Sadie Smith, Alissa

Bissonnette, Ashley Langevin, Mya Daigle, Kayla Ouellet, Susannah Wolfe

Back: Coach G, Mariana Sanchez, Andrea Lopez, Shayla Coates, Hannah Johnston,

Arantza Diaz, Leslie Mackinnon, Chiara Prevost, Miren Escobar, Rachelle

Bergeron, Mireia Santisteban, Cristina Gonzalez, Lucia Ponce

Front: Thomas Abbott, Edmond Nessim Azar, Francisco Bosch Vazquez, Alfonso Rubio

Villarreal, Diego Ancona Arias, Andrew Stevens, Charles Fall, Maxime Bourque, Cesar Nessim

Azar

Back: Coach Bridgeman, Taylor Gratton, Connor Fletcher, Benjamin Clermont, Liam Buck-

Thompson, Devin Wang, William Lebel, Maximilian Torkuhl, Benjamin Smith

After winning our first game of the year 2-1 against Tilton we

quickly found ourselves in somewhat of a slump. We ended up

losing the next four games. But what impressed me is that the

boys came to practice like they were champions. They had the

will to improve and it was contagious. The following game we

played Galt at their homecoming, a team that previously took il

to us on our home pitch. Galt was full of energy and they had

everything going in their favour. But, our will to win wasn't

going to fade. When they pushed, we pushed back harder. Wher

they attacked, we attacked right back. After all was said and

done, we finished 2-2. It was like we were reborn. From then

on, we had the confidence to play with any team in our league.

When we first started the season we were not the best passinc

team by any means but the boys worked diligently to improve.

We started to win games! The boys knew that they had a

responsibility to one another on the field. They knew that if one

person didn't give 100%, they were all going to be affected,

and working together we began to have success. We started the

season on a low but we couldn't have ended any better. Our last

game was a semi-final nail-biter with Galt. We were quickly

down 2-0 on fluke goals but we persevered. "Quit" was simply

not in our vocabulary that day. It was a back and forth game

that finished 3-3 in regular time, sending us into overtime.

Even though we outshot them 2-1 in the game, we sadly

couldn't finish them off and lost 4-3.

When I look back on the season, I will remember three thing;

more than anything else: we continued to improve and played

our best game of the season last; we persevered through

adversity and exerted our will; and we had fun! What more

could you ask in a season?

Fall Sports - Coach Bridgema



Front: Abigail Murray, Laia Santisteban, Isabell Hess, Elizabeth Gaudreau, Emily Willis,

Mackenzy St-Pierre, Kim Lie Botton
Back: Coach Reynolds, India Kitchen, Morgan Ireland, Alyssa MacPherson, Chloe Van Dyke,
Alexandra Smith, Anna Thinphang-Nga, Coach Smith

We had 13 players come to tryouts and 12V2 finish the season.

We were fortunate to have a number of returning players, and a

number of new players who had played high-calibre soccer. This was
exciting; we had the makings of a great team! In the end, we
finished the season with 4 wins, 4 losses and 1 tie. Although it

sounds mediocre, of the four losses, not one was a blowout. We were
in each and every one of those games. (Oh, and during the season,

we also played against the bantam boys AN D the junior girls in

scrimmages - and won both !

)

Each and every girl on the bantam team should be very proud of

her accomplishments this year. For some, this was a new
experience; for some, old hat. What was really nice was that it was
a team. Everyone worked together, supported each other,

encouraged each other and cheered for each other.

So who were the bantam girls? They are people who are funny,

compassionate, caring, curious, naive, worldly (or so they think!),

sympathetic, optimistic (we're going to win EVERYTHING!), shy,

not so shy, loyal, supportive, reliable, but most of all honest. They
were a great group of girls; we had a lot of fun this season and we
wish you all the best. To those moving to junior next year; good luck

- you will do well. To those of you coming back to bantam, we are
looking forward to it already.

- Coach Smith & Coach Reynolds

rhis year, I had two goals. A) I wanted my boys to play as a team.
\lo ego on the field or outside of the field. B) I wanted them to give

jverything they had every single game. So I took it upon myself to

ind the best way to achieve these goals. I thought to myself: what
:an I do to motivate them? I cannot give those eloquent speeches
'ou see in movies. First, I'm French so I'll end up mispronouncing
ome words and secondly, I'm not Mr. Van Dyke. I then thought of

caring them and giving them mean looks, but let's face it, there's

inly room for one Miss Campbell in this school. So what I am good
it? Bribing. I'm excellent at bribing. I told my boys if you play as a
earn, you encourage one another, you don't give up... you get

lonuts. Now I wasn't sure if that would work. Until we first

crimmaged the junior girls. A little bit of context here: Mr. G's

earn was four times the size of mine. So when my boys saw them
irriving on their field, they freaked out. But they fought, they

layed well, they never turned on one another... and they ended up
/inning. Now, you would think they would start bragging to the

iris, screaming, "We won, yes! In your face!" Nope. This is what
heard right after the whistle. "DONUTS!!!!!!!! Donut! Donut!

)onut." I realized right there that I was on to something and I

nded up buying a lot of donuts. This season was a success.

'es we had ups and downs. Yes we didn't reach the playoffs. But

uys, you fought until the end. You gave it all. You also gave me
igh blood pressure, more white hair that I can hide and new
/rinkles in my face. At the end of each game though, I saw you pat

ne another on the back saying good job, good job and you
sminded me of the importance of the bantam level. You didn't just

cquire skills, you acquire characters. And you made it an amazing
?ason that I will remember for a long time.

Audrey Langlois

Front: Timothy Smith, Paul Teng, Zackary Crawford, Pui Yuen Cheung, Auston Plotkin, Daniel
Dumont
Back: Coach Langlois, Jeffrey Liao, Ian Bissonnette, Will Huckins

Fall Sports



football

The Football Spartans joined the Independent Football

League of New England this year. This new association has

allowed Stanstead College to maintain a proud tradition of

football excellence. This year, the team was fortunate

enough to have a quarterback (Drew Packman) who was

very proficient at throwing the football, escaping the pass

rush, but most importantly, this fine young man excelled as

a leader, both on and off the field. The Spartans were

always a threat when using their spread-offence, which

included the sure hands of Roydell Clarke, Josh Stacey and

Christopher Smith. While these players excelled when

playing in the skilled positions, the hard and dirty work done

by linemen such as Grant Baird, Jacob Hochstrasser and

Grenville Lines cannot be ignored. The team traveled to

locations throughout southern New Hampshire, playing a

number of formidable opponents. At season's end, the

Stanstead College football squad had recorded a record of

four wins and two losses. The coaching staff is very proud of

these young men, who managed to play some great football

while taking to the field with a relatively small number of

players every week. The Spartans will strive to build on this

year's success as our planning process starts in preparation

for next season.
- Kevin Philip (Front l-r) Cody Lapenna, Grant Baird, Josh Stacey, Drew Packman, Olivier Babin, Christopher Smith

David Carignan, (middle) Coach Wolfe, Coach Philip, Coach Colomb, Adolfo Tolentino, Jack

Patterson, Tristan Paterson, Peter Schultz, Grenville Lines, Mauricio Quinones, Coach Bergeron,

Coach Thompson, Coach Bembenek, (rear) Roger Peng, Callum James, Robert Allan, Nicholas

Burleson, Roydell Clarke. Missing: Julien Charest, Jacob Hochstrasser-Borsari, Eric Tang
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running

First of all, let's highlight the fact that we started

and ended the season with 47 runners, which proves

that our team showed the tenacity, the iron will and
the determination that was required to bring the

training to a successful end. For some, this was their

first experience, for others, their favourite sport, but

almost all of the members of the cross-country running

team showed improvement during the season by

making all the necessary efforts during our training

sessions.

The results of our competitions also demonstrated
the resolution and the endurance of most of our

runners. We arrived in second position in ETIAC -

well earned! They can be proud of their performance
during this fall season in all of our competitive events!

Congratulations, of course, to all the athletes who
achieved the best performances. We are talking about
Jacob Ducharme for the bantam boys, Amanda (Front l-r) Felix Zheng, Yuhi Yoshikawa, Aika Yamashita, John Wood-Downey, Ginger Jabbour Abboud,
DeGrace for the bantam girls, her brother Samuel Amanda De Grace, Maria Sanchez Perez, Anica Koontz Miller, (middle) Coach Vaillancourt, Nayla Al-Ajami,
DeGrace for the junior boys, Anica Koontz- Mi Her and Michael Chang, David Wood-Downey, Ian Kemp, Martin Siu, Robert Meisner, Akimasa Takeda, Peng Yi
Misha Hubacek for the junior girls, as well as Myriam Huang, Olivia Ludwig, Misha Hubacek, Gianluca Lopardo Galan, Gilbert Broc Gomez, Camille Morissette,
Djossou and Rory Butler for the senior girls and boys. Cody Bean, Nikita Ershov, Abuzar Sharif, Xavier Koontz Miller, (rear) Coach Prevost, Roger Jun, Malcolm
Thank you, everyone, for your great, fun attitude and Wood-Downey, Paulina Guerra, Jackson Qiu, Sasha Gapich, Marco Siu, Bob Chen, Lou-Henri Gingras,

positive behaviour, which made the season so enjoyable Samuel De Grace, Gene Maneechawakajone, Changhui Hou, Tony Yang, Utsav Mehra, Merick Makila-Boivin,
for all of us. Myriam Djossou, Rosemarie Poulin, Sebastien Bleau, Rory Butler, Ray LePabic, Jayne McIntyre, Coach

- Your coaches Ross, Coach Olry, Coach Pecinovic
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Sophie Blair, Kaylee Bowen, Clementine Cohen, Miko
Hao, Thomas Hayden-Lefebvre, Maximilian Hopper,
Eva Hou, Robert Meisner, Sylvia Ortiz, Karla Roel
Gabriel
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At the start of the season, only one player returned from

last year's team and the majority of the others were new to

the school. You sometimes hear the phrase "It's a young

team." This refers not to the age of the players but to the

chemistry of the team. And this brings me to the ultimate

question in basketball, "What is the key to success?" The

answer is "You play 5 as 1." More than anything else,

everyone has to adapt. You can imagine how difficult this

might be with all new players on a team. I want to

recognize the players on the team for adapting. Many of

them had to be unselfish. Many of them had to change

their instincts and style of play. Many of them had to play

different positions or do things completely differently from

what they were used to doing.

I want to recognize the team for their resiliency.

Resiliency is the ability to rebound from adversity. This

team encountered a lot of adversity throughout the season.

I was promoting our team to a tournament organizer and

listing all our accomplishments this year: undefeated in our

league; won the ETIAC league and playoff banners; won

our invitational tournament, the Clint Dunning tournament,

the Bermuda tournament, the Anderson tournament for the

first time in over 10 years; won the Visser provincial

tournament for first time in over 50 years; The tournament

organizer seemed impressed and then asked, "Where is the

rest of your roster?" I replied, "That is our roster." He

could not believe a team with seven players could have

accomplished all this. So many people could not believe

how seven players could play so hard and for so long

against opponents with 12 to 15 players. The most

remarkable thing to me was, as the games went on and

other coaches had subbed all their players multiple times to

keep them fresh, the Stanstead guys had more left in the

tank than the other teams. They raised their level of play

late in games and continued to out-work and out-hustle the

other teams. Everyone watching the Visser championship

game saw exactly that.

Thank you all for an incredible season, thank you all for

being adaptable to coming together, thank you for sticking

by each other and being resilient.

- Coach Bembenek
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Coach Blair, Julien Charest, Merick Makila, Eric Tang, Roger Peng, Joshua Stacey, Roydell Clarke, Coach

Bembenek. Missing: Raushon Tankard, Olivier Babin

visser provincial champ
anderson champ

SIT champ
bermuda invitational champ

clint dunning champ
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SIT champs
MIST champs

dr. E. Van Dyke, Carly Standish-Wallis, Erin Butler, Yuan Liu, Asia Wisco, Nayla Al-Ajami, Jessica
romeo, Madyson St-Pierre, Julia Gilpin, Lyanne Carruthers, Emily Norris, Miko Hao, Aika
famashita.

November 2012. Tryouts. I remember staring across the gym at
a very young team. Only two Grade 12s, a couple Grade 11s, and a
horde of wide-eyed Grade 10s fresh out of Colby. But with the 10s
and 11s all committed to finishing their high school careers at

Stanstead, we had a rare opportunity to actually build a team,
instead of focusing just on one season. So we embarked on a 2-

Year Plan.

Year One was last year, where we focused on fundamentals, zone
defence, and transition offence. Our record at season's end was
13-22, but we were 12-11 over the latter half of the season, and
ultimately met our long-term goals.

Year Two was this season, where we built upon our foundation by
adding a half-court trap, man-to-man defence, and more involved

set offences. And with basically the same group of players as last

year, we finished this season with a 20-13 record. Not too shabby!
But the 2-Year Plan does not fully explain this progress. Rather,

the more important reason for this drastic improvement is how well

this group of athletes played together. At the risk of sounding
cliche, they were the truest of teams, a well-oiled machine where
every player's strengths complemented their teammates'
weaknesses.

This past season we regularly beat teams that were more talented
than us, because talent isn't everything. If it was just about raw
talent, we wouldn't even play the games, we'd just have shooting
competitions and races and dribbling obstacle courses. But team
sports is more about working TOGETHER to achieve. It's about
trust, and selflessness and having your teammates' back. It's about
some people doing the dirty work, so that their teammate can take
the pretty shot. Every single Spartan had a specific role within our
team concept, every single one of them bought in 100%, and
consequently we overachieved all season long. There is nothing a
coach loves more than a team that maximizes its potential (except
maybe a team that wins the Stanstead Invitational AND the

prestigious Montreal Independent Schools Tournament on the way
to maximizing that potential; well done ladies!).

So a heartfelt thank you to the entire team for one of the most
rewarding seasons in my coaching career, and special mention to

Jessica Tomeo, one of the best captains I've ever had. Good luck to

all graduating players and... wait a sec... at least 6 returning next
season... including 3 starters?... hmmm, looks like it could be a 3-

Year Plan now...

- Coach Van Dyke

Winter Sports
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Let me share some of the memories of the 2013-14 season.

I will remember the first few practices and how everyone was on

edge and trying to impress me and how that changed over the

season and the moments that I wished for some peace and quiet

especially at practice.

I will remember our first game and how nervous we all were

and how much we learned about each other.

I will remember all the singing and dancing and how it

motivated you to play better and have fun.

I will especially remember looking around the LCC gym and

seeing the envious looks on everyone's faces because of how much

fun we were all having and how competitive we all were while we

were having fun

I'll remember the ups and downs of a 5 month season. I

probably won't remember our record but I will remember how

much fun we had, all the laughing and travel and information

sharing and wanting to be in the gym with you guys.

I'll remember our last game and the crying after, not because we

lost by 2 but because our season was over and it had been an

amazing season but we wouldn't be together anymore.

I want you to wear your Junior Girls Basketball pin for the

remainder of your time here at Stanstead College with a lot of

pride, and when you take it out in 10, 15, 20 years, I want you to

remember all those great things we did as a team, maybe some of

the ones I mentioned and maybe some of your own. But most

importantly I want you to remember how very proud of each and

every one of you I am!
- Coach Wolfe

(Front l-r) Susannah Wolfe, Ashley Langevin, (rear) Coach Gallant, Rachelle Bergeron, Marlie

Gaudioso, Kayla Ouellet, Kaylee Bowen, Misha Hubacek, Chloe Van Dyke, Sadie Smith, Anna

Smith, Chiara Masotto-Prevost, Olivia Ludwig, Clodelle Abdo, Mya Daigle, Coach Wolfe

(Front l-r) Andrew Stevens, Connor Fletcher, Alfonso Rubio, (rear) Francisco Bosch, Charles

Fall, Maximilian Torkuhl, Changhui Hou, Ben Clermont, Youngjae Jun, Peter Schultz, Nicholas

Burleson, Ben Smith, Thomas Abbott, Edmond Azar, Coach Blair

We had a great season with 5 wins and 3 losses in league play an<

2 wins and 4 losses in post-league play for an overall record of 7 an

7. Keys to success this season were:

- moving the ball well in transition

- playing tough defence

- creating turn-overs

- finishing transition baskets.

I am pleased to report our fast break scoring percentage improve

significantly throughout the season. As a result we ran the floor

faster, with our heads up, looking for better chances to score.

We basically had two groups of guys this year: the experienced

and the learners. Of the 15 boys we started with, we had 8

experienced ball players: Alfonzo Rubin, Andrew Stevens, Thomas

Abbott, Ben Smith, Connor Fletcher, Ben Clermont, Oliver Meyhew

Sanders and Nick Burleson. They played tenacious defence, often

holding their opponents for a shot clock violation or they created a

turnover for a fast break opportunity. Special mention goes to the

improved three-point shooting from Andrew Stevens, Thomas Abbe

and Ben Smith and great point guard leadership from Oliver and

Connor.

Many of the teams we played had no answer for our big men, Nic

Burleson and Peter Shultz. Both dominated the boards and were

faster up and down the court than the opposition. Special mention

has to go to Peter Schulz who had a breakthrough year having nevi

played basketball until arriving at Stanstead.

Congratulations go to the new crew: Tristan Graham, Edmond

Azar, Changhui Hou, Peter Schulz, Max Torkuhl and Charles Fall

who saw their first real minutes of basketball this year. They all

played their roles well, contributed significantly on defence AND X\

all scored points this year.

Winter Sports
- Coach Bl
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i/Is. Hessian, Mariana Sanchez, Alexandra Smith, India Kitchen, Arantza Diaz, Miren Escobar,
\lyssa MacPherson, Mackenzy St-Pierre, Laia Santisteban, Emily Willis, Abby Murray, Coach
Diagana

An ode for the Bantam Girls Basketball team

On the first day of basketball Mr Bembenek gave to us:

A basketball

2 free throws

3 three pointers

4 white socks

5 bended knees

6 pink laces

7 Laia's leaping

8 games of jailbreak

9 box outs

10 MACKENZYl's
11 serenades

12 bantam girls

The season presented so many fun memories, it's way too hard to

record them all. We started with the road trip to Bishop's University

and ended up at the Newport Rotary Tournament extravaganza with
the semi-final finish and Sportsmanship Award! We loved travelling,

practicing, playing, chatting, sharing meals with you and, of course,

beating you at games of 21.

Thanks for the memories!

- Ms Hessian & Ms Diagana

If I had two words to describe this first season of curling at

Itanstead College, they would be "constant epiphanies." An
piphany happens when you realize the meaning of something or gain
m insight. When you realize why you turn the stone or when to

weep or how to walk on ice when one foot has a slippery bottom,
ou have an epiphany. Everyone learned and adapted as the season
/ent on, so epiphanies were happening all the time.

Highlights include travelling to Richmond. Their team was made
f four guys in Grade 11 who had their own brooms, proper curling

loes and team jackets. A couple of them had competed at the Jeux
u Quebec. It was intimidating. I was there with Lou-Henri Scraire,

evin Wang, Tina Wang and Ian Kemp, all just started curling

bout eight weeks earlier. We had to borrow their club's extra

rooms and share one slider but we won 4-2.

Then there was the daily van ride to Beebe. There are comedy
riters in Los Angeles who could not have scripted that van ride any
stter. It was only a few minutes everyday, but it was often the most
itertaining part of my day. Alice Liu was notorious for bringing

eats, so she ended up with the nickname "Snacks." I would hear,

Who is starting at lead position, Tina or Snacks?" Not to be

Jtdone, Morgan Ireland started showing up with brownies and
anana bread. She became the team's Martha Stewart.

Another highlight came during the playoffs. We had to play

ichmond again and we lost to them by only 2-1. They went on to

-at Galt by one point in an extra end in the finals. We lost by one
aint and they won the playoffs by one point in an extra end. Despite
iing the least experienced team there, we came the farthest during
e season to be competitive against experienced teams.
Everyone grew and became better curlers. I am very proud of each
le of you. You came a long way!

Back: Coach C. Planetta, Kevin Wang, Lou-Henri Scraire (skip), Ian Kemp, Rory Butler (skip), Da
Fu
Front: Tina Wang, Alice Liu, Jacqueline Zhang, Vicky Liu and Morgan Ireland
Missing: Jean-Samuel Couture

- Coach Planetta Winter Sports



Skiing is a funny sport at Stanstead College. It's

non-competitive, the season is of an unpredictable

length and our best days are on or following some

of the worst days for other people. When another

team says "Aw, our game is cancelled because of

all this stupid snow," we say "Yay! Snow!

Finally!"

Despite our late start, we actually managed to

ski more this year than we have in the last couple

of years, which was nice because it meant no

more pre-season warm ups, which involved

running the Terry Fox/cross-country route, going

up and down Colby stairs as much as students do

in a week all in one shot and the all-dreaded

walkabout.

But we did have a great 2014 run. The snow

was good for several weeks, we saw deer and wild

turkey, skied across beaver ponds and rivers,

tested our mettle on some steeper slopes and

many students really improved their balance and

speed by the end. Ms. Wilkinson and I want to say

a special thank you to all the skiers who stayed

positive and healthy, came on time and enjoyed

themselves. I hope you all took something away

from this season and that'll you'll consider cross-

country skiing as something you'll do on your own

or with friends and family when you leave here.

- Coach Beaupre
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(Left to right) Sophie Blair, Varitha Vungsuntitum, Anica Koontz-Miller, Bob Chen, Diego Ancona Arias,

Mauricio Quinones Padilla, Christina Gonzalez, Mr. Beaupre, Jia Jia Ma, Momoko Takaoka, Robert Meisner,

Bhum (Gene) Maneechawakajone, Kaga Hidenobu, Yuan Liu, Samuel De Grace, Ms. Wilkinson, Paul Teng,

Sasha Gapich, Pui Yuen Cheung, Isabell Hess. Missing: Xavier Koontz-Miller

(Front l-r) David Wood-Downey, Amber Wu, Crystal Yin, Eva Hou, Inkar Kydyralina, Sagira

Segovia, Abraham Bonilla, (back) Coach Prevost, Felix Zheng, Abuzar Sharif, Jacky Huang,

William Walker, Matthew Trnkus, Alexander Clermont, Jacob Borsari, Daniel Lee, Ryan Fletcher,

Ray LePabic, Coach Williams

This year's squash was a phenomenal season in many ways. We
mostly played BCS and put up a strong battle to tie in the season

overall. Many of the players could be seen on weekends and after

practice playing squash and honing their skills. Students also took

the initiative to purchase sweaters and Bose speakers to be installed

in the court area. This was a most positive and appreciated gesture

and helped team spirit immensely. Congratulations go to Ryan

Fletcher and Sagira Segovia for winning the team trophies and to

Matthew Trnkus for winning the sportsmanship award. Mr. Willian

and Mr. Prevost have rarely seen such a fine group of players as the

have this 2013-2014 year!

SO THAT LEAVES ME WITH THANK YOU,

YES, THANK YOU TO ALL
YOUR MOUNTAIN IS WAITING
IN THAT TINY SQUASH BALL
YOU HAVE PROVED TO YOURSELVES
YOU CAN CLIMB OVER HEIGHTS
AND TOUCH THE SUN
THAT SHINES IN YOUR SIGHTS
YOU HAVE ALSO TOUCHED
A PLACE IN MY HEART
I WAS GRATEFUL TO COACH YOU
RIGHT FROM THE START

- Coach Williai

Winter Sports
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(Front l-r) Anna Thinphang-Nga, Amanda De Grace, Kim-Lie Botton, Maria Sanchez, Karla Roel,
(middle) Marilee Andres, Martin Siu, Adolfo Tolentino, Timothy Smith, Mareia Santisteban, Camille
Morissette, Paulina Guerra, Johanna Bosch, Timur Khafizov, Malcolm Wood-Downey, Radovan
Pacinovic, (rear) Namka Eldev-Ochir, Nikita Ershov, Tristan Ovesson, Cesar Azar, Marco Siu, Myriam
Djossou, Johanna von Spreckelsen, Sebastien Bleau, Christof Goettke. Missing: Jackson Qiu

This year's swim season was memorable and I would like to thank
all those who made it possible: Mr. Bembenek, Ms. Alta, Ms.
Richter who arranged our transportation, our drivers who took us

back and forth to Magog three times a week, and Josee who dealt

with our everyday illnesses and injuries. I wanted to give a very

special thank you to Mr. Pecinovic who jumped into the sport of

swimming, quite literally, with genuine interest and commitment,
and to my swimmers who had to put up with a coach who only got
bigger and slower as the season progressed. While they became
more adept at gliding through the water like fish, I became more
adept at waddling on land like a duck.

Last year, I remember feeling really proud of the 14 swimmers
who qualified for the swim final and who helped us earn second
place in our league. This year, I am even prouder of the 19
swimmers who qualified for the swim final this year and helped us

win the banner for the first time in five years, not since we had our
own pool on campus. We had a wonderful influx of new swimmers
this year who raised the bar of competitive swimming, something I

hope we can continue going into next year.

We worked hard this year and had a lot of fun. Students

improved dramatically and pushed through injuries and illness to

support the team. We cheered loudly at meets and encouraged one
another. I am very proud of you all and hope that you continue

swimming in the future.

- Coach Andres

(Front l-r) Zackary Crawford, Daniel Dumont, Jacob Ducharme, Coach Colomb, Will Huckins, Max
Bourque, Coach May, John Wood-Downey, Ian Bissonnette, Auston Plotkin, (rear) Lucia Ponce,
Gilbert Broc, Peng Yi Huang, Gianluca Lopardo, Devin Wang, Taylor Gratton, Akimasa Takeda,
Maude Migneault

Winter Sports



hockey

(Rear l-r) Alissa Bissonnette, Shayla Coates, Elizabeth Tremblay, Elizabeth Gaudreau, (middle)

Melanie Guay, Rosemarie Poulin, Gabriela Zitnanska, Elizabeth Giguere, Catherine Turcotte,

Leslie Mackinnon, Cynthia Champagne, (front) Trisha Deguire, Coach Vaillancourt, Samantha

Rhainds, Genevieve Quirion, Gemma MacDonald, Coach Bridgeman, Coach Ross, Hannah

Johnston

NAPHA McMaster Division champ
Northwood Tournament champ

Now that it's finally over, think back to all of the fun things

that have happened. I bet that you can't remember half of

them. In all truth, there are simply too many to count.

One of our first outings as a team was a trip down to Boston

and then New Hampshire. We lost every game during that

holiday break and started the season 0-6. But you know

what? We bounced back! We went undefeated the next 15

games! That break wasn't successful but it was fundamental

to our success this season. You ladies really bonded that trip

and it set the precedent for an amazing season - 34 wins,

13 losses, 6 ties; winner of the Northwood Invitational; 2nd

at the Naha Tournament; 3rd in the Philips Exeter

Tournament and divisional champs in our league.

I never thought the time would come; you took off your

jerseys for the last time. Throughout the last 5-10 years of

your life, you have dedicated it to hockey. There's something

about the game that creates untouchable bonds between a

group of people. We were never just a team, we were a

family. At times we did have our disagreements - what

family doesn't? - but we all knew that there wasn't a thing

in the world we wouldn't do to look out for one another.

Great job this season, ladies!

- Coach Bridgeman

At the Nortwood Invitational: In the semis,

Giguere, who had potted four goals against

OH A, scored two more and twice set up

linemate Rhainds to lead the way in a 6-3

triumph over host Northwood, with

MacDonald contributing a goal and three

assists. In the 3-0 final over NAHA Red,

tournament MVP Giguere scored what stood

up as the game-winner, with Guay and

Zitnanska adding insurance. Deguire

registered her third shutout in five games to

earn a spot, like Giguere and Zitnanska, on

the All-Tournament Team.

Winter Sports
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Rear l-r) Cody Bean, David Jankowski, Ethan Rist, Max Hopper, Chris Smith, (middle) Drew
ackman, James Zanca, Jeremy Descheneaux, Marc-Antoine Desgagnes, Grant Baird, Nathan
anderson, Jack Patterson, Cody Lapenna, David Carignan, Patrick Barbieri, (front) Fred
nu!em, Coach Vanasse, Coach Thompson, Tony Linderson, Andrew Donaldson, Cedric
jarbonneau, Anthony Re, Coach Rioux, Alex Butler

The 13-14 season was without a doubt the most challenging

schedule in Spartan history. The team played well early on,

beginning the year with a 7-2-1 record before stumbling in late

November and December. January and early February saw the boys
compete more consistently before ultimately peaking around playoff
time and playing our best hockey of the year when it mattered at

the MPHL Playoffs at Ridley College. With the Bowers Division

being so tight in the standings, we needed to win our play-in game
vs Rice Memorial in order to move on. The boys got the job done
and earned the right to play Lake Forest Academy, the top-ranked
team in the Malloy Division in the quarter-finals. In true Spartan
fashion the team pulled off the upset in overtime to win 3-2 and
move on to the semi-finals vs top-ranked St. Andrew's College. Our
semi-final match-up was a highly anticipated game vs an
exceptionally deep and talented team. The boys came to play and
took a 2-0 lead after the first half of the game to literally surprise

the entire building. Unfortunately, we let the game slip 2-5 in the
end but gave it our all and truly left everything on the ice when it

mattered most.

Season highlights included the opportunity to play at Providence
College, Merrimack College, and Dartmouth College, as well as
compete against prestigious programs such as Northwood School,
Kimball Union Academy and Cushing Academy. Furthermore, the

chance to play in the Northwood School and Tabor Academy
Tournaments as well as making it to the finals of our very own
Stanstead Invitational were all key moments.

Although we finished the year with a 500 record of 23-23-6-2, I

sincerely believe we showed character at the most crucial moment
of the season. More importantly, there is no doubt in my mind that

every player on the team improved their personal skill set

tremendously from the start of the year. In the end, 22 young men
and 3 coaches lived a tremendous journey together filled with ups
and downs. But we learned from each other, respected one another
and worked together throughout a grueling 54-game schedule. You
took on the challenge of combining high level academics with elite

hockey mixed with a rigorous travel schedule and clearly proved
that you are all proud student-athletes who made tremendous
sacrifices. You gave up your personal time, woke up early every
Thursday morning because you are passionate about the game, and
were willing to give us your very best each and every day during a
difficult 5 month season.

(Continued next page...)



(FROM PREVIOUS PAGE)
I remember your smiles, intense looks on your faces before

games, sweat and effort during every off-ice workout, blocked shots

for the team, standing up for a teammate through physical play,

battling through injury, playing through pain, ice-bags, frustration

when things didn't go our way, elation when they did, and above all

else dedication to becoming better players each and every day.

We always talked about the journey being the most important

aspect of what we do. Enjoying every moment and living in the

present. Remember being a part of something great, something

only you 22 boys will all remember. The locker room camaraderie,

laughs, team building, bus trips, team meals, hotel weekends,

hometown crowd roaring when we scored, music, supportive

teachers -friends and parents, and above all else commitment you

all made to each other.

This team and program has become something truly great and

you have all been a huge part of that. Some of you have earned

special individual accolades, but the reality is that no individual

can ever accomplish anything without his teammates in hockey.

Congratulations to all of you boys! Especially the graduating

seniors; may the future offer you wonderful challenges and may you

choose to take them on the Spartan way. Thank you for all your

efforts and know that you will be missed. In particular, I want to

thank the captains for all of your leadership and efforts. To all

underclassmen; may you have learned from your past experiences

and prepare to return hungry to better yourselves and the team

success next season.

A special thanks goes out to Mr. Thompson and Mr. Vanasse

for being wonderful friends and passionate coaches. I truly thank

you for all of your efforts. It was a pleasure working with you.

- Coach Rioux

Winter Sports
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Andreas Alexopoulos, Jeffrey Liao, Junwen Zheng, Moise

Amani, Julien Charest, Rory Butler, Tony Yang, Trevor

Huang, Jeffrey Au, Jack Liu, Justin Wei, Mr. Simard

basketba
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Front l-r) Devin Wang, Robert Meisner, Ray LePabic, Tristan Ovesson, Roger Peng, Malcolm Wood-Downey,
Iordan Norris, Abraham Bonilla, Jacob Hochstrasser-Borsari, Thomas Hayden-Lefebvre, Nicholas Burleson,
rear) Coach Grenier, Charles Fall, Jackson Qiu, Grenville Lines, Liam Buck-Thompson, William Lebel, Grant
Jaird, Merick Makila-Boivin, Mauricio Quinonens, Nikita Ershov, Tristan Graham, Maximilian Torkuhl, Adolfo
"olentino

Let me start by saying this: I am going to miss you
guys. I really, truly, genuinely enjoyed coaching this

team, which made it easy to do my job. Remember that,

if you can. Try to make coaches enjoy coaching you, or

teachers enjoy teaching you - and the rest will take care

of itself.

This was a special year. I call it the "reach your
potential" year. It's very rare that a team will actually

realize its potential, especially on game days when it

matters most. Think about it. We had 23 guys: eight

returning players, got lucky with an incoming class of

nine guys who had played the game in some capacity

before, and six stellar rookies. This is quite the mixed
group and you never know how the team chemistry is

going to work out.

We worked it. Boy, did we work it: in the gym for two
weeks because the snow was ridiculous, then outside in

the freezing rain coming down sideways, and then more
snow. Remember those days? I do. This forged our team.
Like iron in the fire, we were forged in the cold, hard,

bitter, wet days of an insane Canadian spring and we
came out strong. All 23 of you became rugby players.

Game four at the CAIS tourney was the first inkling of

what was to come. We beat the Alberta team. Then
came league play. BCS was ahead of us. We knew that.

We set our sights on them. We knew we would lose the

first game. At the sevens tourney, we beat them in an
incredible final. The second league game was close. But
then came the league championship final. That day was
one of the best Stanstead College sports moments for

me: Spartans rise up and fight as hard as you can - to a
man! Each and every one of you was playing at peak
effort level. You had to. And you won. As a team. Is

there a greater lesson? I was so damn proud of you that

day, and still am as I write this, and still will be when I

re-read it years from now. Remember the lesson well,

fellas. Remember it well.

Award winners, you know who you are. Substitute

players, you know who you are. And everyone in

between. For me, there is no difference. You are all men
on my team.

- Coach G

Spring Sports
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(Front l-r) Johanna Bosch, Aika Yamashita, Sophie Blair, Jacqueline Zhang, Genevieve Quirion,

Jessica Tomeo, Julia Gilpin, Erin Butler, Miko Hao, Lyanne Carruthers, Alissa Bissonnette, (rear)

Coach Kanowski, Mireia Santisteban, Vicky Liu, Elisabeth Tremblay, Leslie MacKinnon, Susannah

Wolfe, Asia Wisco, Myriam Djossou, Rosemarie Poulin, Sadie Smith, Cynthia Champagne, Carly

Standish-Wallis, Maria Sanchez, Ms. Hessian. Missing: Coach May

Spring Sports

Your rugby season this year wasn't about wins and losses,

paprika jackets, snowstorms, rainstorms, heat waves, bus

trips or passes caught and dropped. It wasn't about tries and

conversions, scavenger hunts, barbecues, Logan bouncing

away in the backpack, tag games, flat line defence or lineouts

won and lost. But I'm not going to lie; it was about tackles -

tackling all sorts of things. Whether it was your first season

of rugby, the middle of your career or your last, in the last

few months you tackled all sorts of challenges, and should

walk away knowing you can take on many things bigger than

you are — even if it is your opponent. The season was about

setting goals, putting your teammates ahead of yourself,

laughing at horrible jokes, making good decisions, drinking

water, focusing on the little details, making us proud of you,

and reaching a little further than you thought you could.

Whatever comes next, you are ready. Thanks for the

memories.
- eh & sm
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(Front l-r) Andrea Lopez, Emily Willis, Kayla Ouellet, Elizabeth Gaudreau, India Kitchen, Chloe
Van Dyke, Ashley Langevin, Mya Daigle, Rachelle Bergeron, Mariana Sanchez, Anica Koontz
Miller, Kim Lie Botton, (rear) Coach James, Abigail Murray, Kaylee Bowen, Alexandra Smith,
Misha Hubacek, Maude Migneault, Arantza Diaz, Marlie Gaudioso, Alyssa MacPherson, Miren
Escobar, Mackenzy St-Pierre, Cristina Gonzalez, Laia Santisteban, Lucia Ponce, Coach Gallant,

Coach McIntyre
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This year's junior boys rugby season started during the final throes of

winter with snow on the ground and chilly temperatures. With a

shortage of games scheduled, the boys had plenty of time to learn the

rudiments of the game, which was fortunate given that the entire team,
made up of just Grades 7 to 9, had a total of one season of rugby
experience between them. Despite this, the group was extremely smart,

athletic and eager to learn, and quickly coalesced into a decent rugby
:eam. When that first outing to Knowlton eventually came, the team
scored an early converted try and then held on against a well-manned
and heftier MVR team for an hour to win 7-0. After dominating a
series of local 7s tournaments, the team ended the season with

something of a two-day debacle against a much larger, older and
ixperienced BCS team, that involved lightning, torrential rain and a
fery large, unfavourable score line. However, even here the team, to a
nan, showed extreme character in the face of adversity, never quitting

jntil the final whistle, and greatly impressing all those watching.

Congratulations to Alfonso Rubio Villarreal and Diego Ancona Arias

or their Junior S Awards and Andrew Stevens for his Sportsmanship
\ward. Congratulations to the whole team for an excellent season.

- Coach Standage

(Front l-r) Gilbert Broc, Diego Ancona, Timothy Smith, Will Huckins, Andrew Stevens, Zackary
Crawford, Thomas Abbott, (rear) Coach Standage, Taylor Gratton, Francisco Bosch, Gene
Maneechawakajone, Gianluca Lopardo, Alfonso Rubio, Daniel Dumont, Edmond Azar, Coach
Wells

Spring Sports



tennis

This year in Tennis, we experienced excellence, good times and a

challenging season, both in weather conditions and competition.

Mr. Williams, Mr. Prevostand Ms. Vailancourt would like to

thank all the players this year for making it a memorable and

exciting year. The team was comprised of simply an outstanding

group of young men and women. Alex Butler, Gemma MacDonald

and Paulina Guerra were Senior S winners. Sam De Grace won a

Junior S and Chris Smith was the winner of a Major S as well as

the Shield trophy. Paulina took the Shield in the girls category

and Alex Butler won the Sportsmanship Award. Congratulations

go to all players on the team.

WHERE OUR HOME WAS A PLACE

THAT WAS GREEN AND WAS
FLAT
A PLACE WHERE THE TEAM
SHARED LAUGHTER AND CHAT
WHERE WHITE LINES WERE
AROUND US
YET WE COULD ALL RUN SO
FREELY
AND SO THE BEAUTY OF
SPORT
IS TENNIS IDEALLY
LIKE FREDDY MERCURY'S
SONG
BY THE GROUP NAMED QUEEN
YOU WERE THE CHAMPIONS,
MY FRIENDS

(Front l-r) Shayla Coates, Sagira Segovia, Gemma MacDonald, Chiara Masotto-Prevost, Inkar

Kydyralina, Melanie Guay, Ginger Jabbour, (rear) Coach Prevost, Coach Vaillancourt, Samuel

De Grace, Ben Smith, Matthew Trnkus, Cesar Azar, David Carignan, Alex Dejordy-Butler, Moise

Amani, William Walker, Timur Khafizov, Coach Williams. Missing: Paulina Guerra, Chris Smith

Olivier Babin, Connor Fletcher, John Wood-Downey, Anna Thingpang-Nga, Ian Bissonnette,

Cody Lapenna, Coach Smith

Spring Sports

Unfortunately, Mother Nature made sure that golf season was very

short this year. Endless rain, wind and cold do not make for much

fun on the course. Nonetheless, the small but dedicated group of

golfers persevered and played in four ETIAC tournaments.

Congratulations to one and all on each making improvements in

some aspect of your game, and in all becoming true golfers. Fun wa?

had by all; the team was one big family. Overall, the team was not a

successful as we have been in recent years, but with a number of

young and talented golfers, the future looks good. Special

congratulations go to Anna Thinphang-Nga (Grade 8) on winning th

Golf Shield and a Senior S. Anna was clearly the best golfer on the

team and she gave the other schools a run for their money.
- Coach Smil
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(Front l-r) Amber Wu, Morgan Ireland, Amanda De Grace, Jack Liu, Pui Yuen Cheung, Michael
Chang, Alice Liu, Momoko Takaoka, Jiajia Ma, Yuri Asami, Sheila Wang, Tina Wang, Yuan Liu,

(rear) Coach Young, Trevor Huang, Lou-Henri Scraire, Daniel Lee, Peng Yi Huang, Jacky Huang,
Stephen Zheng, Kevin Wang, Jeffrey Lia, Changhui Hou, Akimasa Takeda, Anna Smith, Yuhi
Yoshikawa, Jean-Samuel Couture, Jeffrey Au, Tony Yang, Martin Siu, Felix Zheng, Andreas
Alexoupolis. Missing: Justin Jia, Coach Starr, Coach Olry

This was the first year that badminton has been offered as a spring

sport. Students and coaches learned more about the sport and
improved their skills. Students only entered one tournament this

year but enjoyed themselves at practice, improving their skills and
inventing new badminton tricks.

- Coach Young

Field lacrosse was offered for the first time during the spring sports

season. The team focused on endurance training in the beginning

stages of the season then transitioned to learning and practicing the

nore technical aspects of lacrosse. It became apparent early on that

Dur players were ready to compete against local high schools.

Mthough we did not play a full schedule, we finished with an
jnbeaten record and earned the respect of many who watched us

)lay and prepare for games.

Being a part of this first Spartan Field Lacrosse team is an

accomplishment that all the founding members can be proud of.

Stanstead College has made great strides in building a sustainable

acrosse program. We are looking forward to hosting games next

eason, as well as continuing our partnership with schools in the

Eastern Townships.

- Coach Coulomb

(Front l-r) Cody Bean, David Wood-Downey, Maxime Bourque, James Zanca, Max Hopper, Ethan
Rist, Jack Patterson, (rear) Coach Colomb, Jeremy Descheneaux, Frederic Foulem, Cedric
Charbonneau, Marc-Antoine Desgagnes, Jordan Laroche, Rob Allan, Anthony Re. Missing:
Patrick Barbieri

Spring Sports
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The 2013-2014 edition of the Stanstead College Intramural

Softball League saw four teams (Blue Jays, Cardinals, Expos

and Royals) fighting it out for the league championship on

two fields four days a week. While the yearly player draft

resulted in a balance of seasoned athletes and rookies to the

game (being selected by each team), all of the team captains

played an instrumental role in giving a helping hand to the

players on each of their prospective teams in order to be as

competitive as possible. It is with great pleasure that I thank

all the players for their effort and enthusiasm throughout the

entire spring season. After the semi-final games had been

played, the Expos and the Royals found themselves battling it

out for the league title. The Expos were favoured to win the

final game, since they finished in first place at the end of the

regular season, but we were all surprised by the strong sense

of will and determination put forth by the Royals, who were

crowned league champions for the season. A special note

should be made about the following players. The male MVP
was Ryan ("Fletch") Fletcher, the female MVP honour went

to Samantha ("Sammy") Rhainds and the Sportsmanship

Award for this year was earned by Andrew ("Donny")

Donaldson.
- Kevin Philip

(Front l-r) Da Fu, Nathan Sanderson, Andrew Donaldson, David Jankowski, Nayla Al-Ajami, Auston

Plotkin, Paul Teng, Catherine Turcotte, Helen Yao, (middle) Tricia Deguire, Rory Butler, Christof

Goettke, Bob Chen, Marco Siu, Sasha Gapich, Namka Eldev-Ochir, Elizabeth Giguere, Eric Tang,

Ryan Fletcher, Hidenobu Kaga, Xavier Koontz-Miller, Karla Roel, Ian Kemp, Alex Clermont, Jacob

Ducharme, Tony Linderson, Ben Clermont, (rear) Eva Hou, Crystal Yin, Madyson St-Pierre, Drew

Packman, Julien Charest, Roydell Clarke, Sebastien Bleau, Rita Vungsuntitum, Samantha Rhainds,

Telmen Uurtsaikh



Cross-Country

Running

SAMUEL DE GRACE

(lunior S)

Coach Olry

JACOR DUCHARME

(Rantam S)

AMANDA DE GRACE

(Rantam S)

Coach Pecinovic

MISHA HUBACEK

(Junior S>

Coach Vaillaincourt

MYRIAM DJOSSOU

(Senior S)

Girls Soccer Senior S

Coach Diagana

GENEVIEVE QUIRION

Coach Van Dyke

Boys Soccer Bantam S

AUSTDN PLOTKIN

IAN BISSONNETTE

WILL HUCKINS

(S & Sportsmanship)

Coach langlois

Football

RDYDELL CLARKE

Boys Soccer Senior S

Coach Standage

ALEX DEJORDY-BUTLER

MATTHEW TRNKUS

IDRDAN NDRRIS

Coach Simard

Coach May

Senior Girls Soccer

ELIZABETH GIGUERE

Senior Boys Soccer

TRISTAN DVESSON

W.A Ketchen Trophy

for Football & Major S

DREW PACKMAN

Merle Griffin Trophy

for Sr. Girls Soccer &

Major S

ASIA wisco

Bobby Moore Trophy

for Sr. Boys Soccer &

Major S

JEREMY DESCHENEAUX

William Greenshield

Trophy for X-Country

Gunning & Major S
MALCOLM WOOO-DOWNEV

Girls Soccer Junior S

Coach Grenier

KAYLA OUELLET

AUSSA BISSONNETTE

(S & Sportsmanship)

MAYA DAIGLE

Football Senior S

Coach Philip. JOSH STACEY

JACOB HOCHSTRASSER-BORSARI

CHRIS SMITH, Coach Bembenek

GRANT BAIRD

Coaches Thompson,

Colomb, & Bergeron

Sportsmanship. OLIVIER BABIN

Girls Soccer Bantam S

Coach Reynolds

CHLOE VAN DYKE

ELIZABETH GAUDREAU

(S & Sportsmanship)

Coach Smith

Junior Boys Soccer

Coach Bridgeman

CHARLES FALL

(Sportsmanship)

WILLIAM LEBEL

(Juniors)

|UAM BUCK-THOMPSON

I (Junior S)
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MVP Girls Hockey & Major S

ELIZABETH GIGUERE

Bess Ferguson Trophy for

Sr. Girls Basketball & Senior S

ASIA WISCO

Trustees' Trophy for Swimming

& Major S

MYRIANI 0J0SS0U

Dr. E.C. Amaron Trophy for

Sr. Boys Basketball & Major

!

ROYDEIL CLARKE

Dawes Trophy for

Sr. Boys Hockey & Major S

JACK PATTERSON (absent)

X-Country Skiing

Coach Beaupre

SAM DE GRACE

(Sportsmanship)

ROBERT MEISNER

(Sportsmanship)

Coach Wilkinson

Bantam/Junior Boys Hockey

Coach May

WILL HUCKINS (Bantam S)

Coach Colomb

IAN BtSSONNETTE (Sportsmanship)

YUHI VOSHIKAWA (Junior S>

GRENVILLE LINES (Sportsmanship)

Junior Girls Basketball

Coach Wolfe

SUSANNAH WOLFE (JuniorS)

KAVLEE BOWEN (Junior S)

Coach Gallant

ASHLEY LANGEUIN

(Sportsmanship)

Junior Boys

Basketball

CONNOR FLETCHER

(Junior S)

MAXIMILIAN

TORKUHl

(Sportsmanship)

Coach Blair

Curling

JACQUEUNE ZHANG

(Senior S)

Coach Pianetta

RORY BUTLER

(Sportsmanship)

*11
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Girls Hockey

TRICIA DEGUIRE

Senior Boys Hockey

CHRISTOPHER SMITH

Bantam Girls Basketball

Coach Diagana

EMILY WILLIS (Bantam S)

ALLYSA MacPHERSON (Bantam S)

MACKENZY ST-PIERRE (Bantam S)

Coach Hessian

1AIA SANTISTEBAN (Sportsmanship)

Senior Boys Hockey

CODY BEAN

#
Senior Boys Hockey

JACK PATTERSON

Swimming

Coach Pecinovic

ANNA THINPHANG-NGA

(Bantam S)

AMANDA GE GRACE (Bantam

KIM-UE BOTTON (Bantam S)

Coach Andres

MARCO SIU (Senior S)

MALCOLM WOOD-OOWNEV

(Senior S)

MARIA SANCHEZ (Senior S)

,
_ PAUUNA GUERRA (Senior S)

MORE WINTER ASSEMBLY NEXT PAGE cesar AZARtsportsmansw
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Coach Bridgeman

ELISABETH TREMBLAY (Senior S)

SAMANTHA RHAINDS (Senior S)

Coach Ross

GEMMA MacDONAID

(Sportsmanship)

Senior Girls Basketball

Jessica Tomeo (Senior S & Sportsmanship)

Asia Wisco (Senior S a Ketchen Trophy)

Madyson St-Pierre (Senior S)

lyanne Carruthers (Senior S)

Coach Van Dyke

Senior Boys Hockey

ANDREW DONALDSON

(Sportsmanship)

Coach Rioux

TONY UNDERSON

(Senior S)

PATRICK BARBIERI

(Senior S)

Coach Vanasse

Coach Thompson

Senior Boys Basketball

JOSH STACEY (Senior S)

Coach Blair

OLIVIER BABIN (Senior S)

ROGER PENG (Senior S &

Sportsmanship)

MERICK MANILA (Seniors)
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Donald Ross Trophy for Senior

Boys Rugby & Major S

JORDAN NORRIS

Roger Marino Cup for Senior

Girls Rugby & Major S

JESSICA TOMEO

Tennis Shield (Boys) & Major S

CHRISTOPHER SMITH

Tennis Shield (Girls) & Senior S

PAULINA GUERRA

Alex Philip Trophy for Golf &

Senior S

ANNA THINPHANG-NGA

Senior Girls Rugby

Coach May

CARLY STANDISH-WALLIS

(Senior S)

JULIA GILPIN

(Senior S)

Coach Hessian

GENEVIEVE QUIRION

(Senior S)

JACQUELINE ZHANG

(Sportsmanship)

Senior Boys Rugby

Coach Grenier

ROGER PENG

(Senior S)

GRENVILLE UNES

(Senior S)

GRANT BAIRO

(Senior S)

RAY LEPARIC

(Sportsmanship)

Boys Rugby

MALCOLM W00D-

DOWNEY

Tennis

PAULINA GUERRA

(Seniors)

Coach Prevost

GEMMA MacDONALD

(Senior S)

SAM DeGRACE

(Junior S)

Coach vaillancourt

ALEX DEJORDY-RUTLER

(Senior S)

Coach Williams

SEGIRA SEGOVIA (Sportsmanship)

Boys Rugby

JACOB HOCHSTRASSEI

BORSARI

Junior Girls Rugby

Coach Gallant

CHLOE VAN DYKE

(Junior S)

KAYLA OUELLET

(Junior S)

RACHELLE BERGERON

(Sportsmanship)

Junior Roys Rugby

Coach Standage

ALFONSO RURIO

WILL HUCKINS

DIEGO ANCONA

(Junior S)

Coach Wells

ANDREW STEVENS

(Sportsmanship)

Lacrosse

Coach Coulomb

JORDAN LAROCHE

(sportsmanship)

Golf

CODY LAPENNA

(Sportsmanship)

Coach Smith

Softball

RYAN FLETCHER

SAMANTHA RHAINDS

(MVPS)

Coach Carruthers

ANDREW DONALDSON

(Sportsmanship)

Badminton

PY CHEUNG

MARTIN SIU

(Sportsmanship)

Coach Young
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Grade 7
Amaron Prize for French: Emily Willis

English: Emily Willis

Geography: Emily Willis

History: Emily Willis

Mathematics: Emily Willis

Music: Emily Willis

Science & Technology: Emily Willis

Sybil Galambos Prize for Frangais: Kim Lie Botton

Grade 8
Amaron Prize for French: Miren Escobar Legorreta

Art: John Wood-Downey
English: Will Huckins

Geography: John Wood-Downey
History: John Wood-Downey
Mathematics: Yuan-Po (Paul) Teng

Music: Yuan-Po (Paul) Teng

Science & Technology: John Wood-Downey
Sybil Galambos Prize for Frangais: John Wood-Downey

Grade 9
Amaron Prize for French: Anna Smith

Art: Yi Zhi (Alice) Liu

English: Anna Smith

History: Samuel De Grace

Mathematics: Jeffrey Liao

Music: Jeffrey Liao

Science: Samuel De Grace

Sybil Galambos Prize for Frangais: Shayla Coates

Technology: Samuel De Grace

Grade 10
A. Mackenzie Prize for English: Susannah Wolfe

Amaron Prize for French: Ginger Jabbour Abboud
Art: Benjamin Clermont

Eco-Chem: Benjamin Clermont

Historical Society Prize: Benjamin Clermont

Mathematics: Benjamin Clermont

Music: Akimasa Takeda

Physics: Benjamin Clermont

Science & Technology: Maria Jose Sanchez Perez

Sybil Galambos Prize for Frangais: Benjamin Clermont

Grade 1

1

A. Mackenzie Prize for English:

Jacob Hochstrasser-Borsari

Amaron Prize for French:

Namsraidorj (Namka) Eldev-Ochir

Art: Li Yang (Eric) Tang
Biology: Yuan Liu

Chemistry: Genevieve Quirion

J. Brian Clarke Economics Prize: Frederic Foulem

J.D. Fergusson History Prize: Matthew Trnkus

Mathematics: Timur Khafizov

Music: Xavier Koontz-Miller

Physics: Jacob Hochstrasser-Borsari

Sybil Galambos Prize for Frangais: Genevieve Quirion

Grade 12
Art: Yushan (Eva) Hou
Biology: Alexandre Clermont

Chemistry: Jiawei (Jackson) Qiu

Comparative Politics: Rory Nicholas Butler

Economics: Wen (Jacqueline) Zhang

English: Asia Wisco
French: Andrew Donaldson

Human Geography: Andrew Donaldson

Mathematics: Da Fu

Philosophy: Myriam-Morenike Djossou

Physics: Da Fu

Psychology: Myriam-Morenike Djossou

Junior School Prize
Improvement in French Second Language:

Anna Thinphang-Nga

Senior School Prize
John Wells Improvement In French Second Language:

Jacob Hochstrasser-Borsari

ESL' Prizes
Most Outstanding Student: Yanhao (Tony) Yang

Most Improvement: Momoko Takaoka

&1 OJ •

mr c/ rtziv
Trustees' Award of Merit: Jane Zhuang

Young Alumni Award: Matthew Watt (1999)
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Donald McG. Hackett Prize for Creativity: Peng Yi Huang
Thespian Shield for Acting: Abigail Murray

Director’s Award in Theatre Arts: Andrew Donaldson & Asia Wisco
Music Prize (for contribution to music in the school): Paulina Guerra
Choir Award: Sophie Blair

Jazz Band Award: Ryan Fletcher

Yearbook Award: Yushan (Eva) Hou
Technology Prize: Jacob Hochstrasser-Borsari

Lee Audet Trophy for Senior Public Speaking: Robert Allan

Kathleen Harper Junior Public Speaking Prize: Miren Escobar Legorreta

Junior Debating Award: Anna Smith

John T. Hackett Trophy for Senior Debating: Rory Nicholas Butler & Malcolm Wood-Downey
Rotary Club Service Award (for service above self in the school community): Li-Ming (Devin) Wang
Community Service Award: Christof Goettke

Alumni Bursary Award (to a deserving Grade 1 1 student going into Grade 12): Xavier Koontz-Miller

Trustees Scholarship: Rosemarie Poulin

Gordon Usher-Jones Memorial Prize (to the Grade 12 student who has attended Stanstead College for one year and
who has made an exceptional contribution through involvement in all aspects of school life): Jiawei (Jackson) Qiu

Everest Award (Awarded to a Grade 12 student who has overcome challenges and shown significant improvement):

Myriam-Morenike Djossou

Billy Huckins Memorial Award (for dedication, hard work, achievement and above all courage): Robert Allan
Raymond Lester Memorial Award (to the student who has most benefited from being at school): Jessica Tomeo
Banting Award (to a returning local student for academic achievement): Benjamin Clermont
Kenneth Reed Memorial Award (to a local junior student returning to school): Mackenzy St-Pierre

Leonard McGilton Memorial Award (to a local senior student returning to school): Sadie Smith
Eric T. Webster Award (to a deserving returning student): Kayla Ouellet

A.P. Gordon Prize for Science: Jacob Hochstrasser-Borsari

McGill Science Medal Award: Genevieve Quirion

Spofforth Trophy for Excellence in Science and Mathematics: Da Fu
Arthur E. Curtis Jr. Award (to the top student entering an Engineering program): Da Fu
Ralph V. Merry Award (to the top student entering a Humanities program): Matthew Trnkus
House Director’s Award: Bugbee House: Yuan-Po (Paul) Teng

Colby House: Andrea Lopez Sanchez
Davis House: Andrew Donaldson
Webster House: Emily Norris

Sheila Ferguson Shield (to the all-round junior girl athlete of the year): Kayla Ouellet

S.F. Abbott Memorial Shield (to the all-round junior boy athlete of the year): Will Huckins -« *

Shirley Wolter Trophy (to the all-round senior girl athlete of the year): Asia Wisco
Thomas Johnson Memorial Trophy (to the all-round senior boy athlete of the year): Roydell Clarke
Trueman-McFadyen Award (Awarded to the three varsity sport graduating girl major "S" recipient with the highest overall

academic average): Myriam-Morenike Djossou
Bowman Hall Award (Awarded to the three varsity sport graduating boy major "S" recipient with the highest overall

academic average): Jacob Hochstrasser-Borsari

Graham Chandler Sportsman of the Year Award (Awarded to the athlete who best exemplifies the attributesof character,

integrity and sportsmanship): Andrew Donaldson
Faculty-Staff Award (to a returning student who is deemed most likely to benefit from returning to Stanstead

College and who exemplifies the qualities of health, wisdom and integrity): Jacob-Hochstrasser-Borsari
Headmaster’s Award (to an active and positive citizen in the Stanstead College community): Kuan-Hua (Roger) Peng &

Aika Yamashita

John H.E. Colby Scholarship (for dedication to school, mission, programs): Jacob Hochstrasser-Borsari
Grade 7 Academic Award (the highest overall average in Grade 7): Emily Willis

Grade 8 Academic Award (the highest overall average in Grade 8): John Wood-Downey
Grade 9 Academic Award (the highest overall average in Grade 9): Samuel De Grace
Birks Bronze Medal (the highest overall average in Grade 10): Benjamin Clermont
Governor General’s Medal (the highest overall average in Grade 11): Jacob Hochstrasser-Borsari
Birks Silver Medal (the highest overall average in Grade 12): Myriam-Morenike Djossou & Wen Zhang
Wilder Shield (to the junior student with the most positive influence): Kayla Ouellet
Pitcher Memorial Prize, the school’s highest award (to the student who has exerted the

greatest influence for good): Asia Wisco
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Adolfo,

Felicidades hijo, bien

hecho, me siento muy
orgulloso de ser tu papa, te

extranamos, pero el verte

feliz nos hace bien a tu

mama y a mi. Te amamos
que dios te bendiga hoy y

WGPD GRRD131
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Mamaix Papa et ton petit fre re Presl

xxx

Ashley,

Notre coear se remplit damour, de fierte

et de tendresse a. ta pense e.

Tu as deja releve de nombreux

de fis depuis ton entre e au Colie ge Stanstead

qui ont de montre s ta perse ve ranee, ton

courage et ta de termination.

En tant que parents, notre plus grand souhait

sest re alise Tu est devenue unejeune femme

assure e et heureuse qui ne cesse de se panouir!

Merci detre notre merveilleuse fille adore e en

qui nous sommes si fie res et qui en plus est

source de motivation et dexemple a suivre

pour son jeune fre re Presley.

Nous taimonsgros comme le soleil!
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Congratulations,

Rosemarie!

We are proud

of you!

The Poulin

Family

Kim Lie,

As all the flowers of the future are in the
seeds of today, the efforts that you have
provided throughout this year will be used
to pick the most beautiful flowers, day
after day. We are very iBf
proud of your success!

Good luck to all! Please

keep in touch!
- Office of Advancement

and Alumni Affairs

SC
MING
2014
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Stanstead’s Sweethearts:

Cutest Couple

Cody and Melanie

Do You Sven Lift?:

The Gym Rat

Christof Goettke

Heart of Gold

Adolfo Tolentino

Best Dancer

Rory Butler

Best Dressed

Tony Dinderson

Most Likely to Become the Next

Mark Zuckerburg: the Craziest

Computer/Video Game Person

Sasha Gapich

Most Likely to Win 'The Voice'

Rita V.

Most Likely to Snd Up on the

Front of Covergirl

Nayla Al-Ajami

Quiet 'til You Know Them

Cynthia Champagne

Most Likely to Become
President

Andrew Donaldson

The Next Picasso

Eva Hou

Bromance Award

Roydell, Olivier, and Erie

Most Likely to

Become the Next
Mozart

Da Fu

Most Improved
English

David Carignan

Loudest Person

Eric Tang

Most Likely to Win a Nobel

Prize

Alex Clermont

Happiest Person

Julia Gilpin

Most Likely to

Snd Up on the

Front of GQ

Julien Charest

Class Clown

Abraham Bonilla

Most Likely to Win the Lottery

but Lose the Ticket

Erin Butler

Rear of the Year: Award for a

nice bottom

Cody Bean

Most Likely to Skip

Assembly/Meals

Tristan Ovesson

King: Roger Peng
Queen: Aika Y.
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POP CULTURE • SPORTS • MUSIC • HEADLINES • MOVIES • SOCIAL MEDIA • ENTERTAINMENT



Robin Thicke’s

controversial single

Columnists and bloggers

on both sides of the Atlantic

express moral outrage over

“Blurred Lines”.

NCOWTCtUi
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Harlem Shake goes viral

A song and dance move becomes an Internet meme and a global

YouTube sensation with uploaded versions from school groups,

companies, and sports teams.

A New Twist

Pretzels are the latest fad food.

Fast food restaurants introduce

new sandwiches on pretzel

buns. Pretzel-based snack

foods soar in popularity.

Sharknado demonstrates

the power of Twitter

Sharknado, a deliberately silly

made-for-television disaster movie

on the SyFy channel, becomes a

Twitter phenomenon.

Kim + Kanye = Kimye

Several months after their daughter North is born, reality

star Kim Kardashian and rapper Kanye West announce their

engagement.

Smooth Move

Kids take over the family blender to make quick,

healthy fruit and veggie smoothies for breakfast

or afternoon snacks.

Jennifer Lawrence is a healthy role model

Hunger Games actress Jennifer Lawrence speaks out against

how the entertainment industry pressures women to be

skinny rather than strong.

WriP COLIBBE



Better with Bacon

It’s not just for breakfast

anymore. Trendy restaurant

chefs and home cooks add

bacon to everything from

appetizers to desserts.

The dip dye look

Hairstylists report that their customers, male

and female, are asking for ombre hair color

that starts dark at the roots and becomes

gradually lighter toward the ends. This

hair trend has been spotted on many A list

celebrities

Sundays should be 30

hours so I have more
time to put off doing

my homework..

Advertisers Connect With Social Media Users

Consumer brands like Ford and The Home Depot are featured on

Someecards, the humorous electronic greeting cards users share

on Facebook.

som<
uaer card

Everyone’s Using Hashtags
The Twitter #hashtag helps users connect to

trending topics; entertainers, sports figures,

and consumer brands get in on the act.

Top 10 buzzwords, according to Time:
1. Binge-watch 6. Snapchat

2. Shutdown 7. Whistleblower

3. Selfie 8. Bitcoin

4. Twerk 9. Emoji

5. Catfishing 10. Thanksgivukkah

Time Magazine

Keep Calm and Be Silly

“Keep Calm and Carry On”, a British slogan

from World War II, inspires parodies like “Keep

Calm and Have a Cupcake."

KEEP
CALM

AND

CARRY
ON



NBA title is repeat for HEAT
LeBron James and the Miami HEAT

defeat the San Antonio Spurs to win the

NBA championship for the second year

in a row.

Sox Win the Series

As the Fenway Park crowd roars, the Boston Red Sox beat the

St. Louis Cardinals 6-1 in Game 6 of the World Series.

Small forward, big future

In his first year at the University of Kansas,

college basketball player Andrew Wiggins of

Thornhill, Ontario, is a top prospect for the

2014 NBA draft.

Mosaic Stadium gives Roughriders

home-field advantage

The Saskatchewan Roughriders defeat the

Hamilton Tiger-Cats in the 101st Grey Cup with

a score of 45 to 23.

Bennett is first NBA draft pick

After playing one season for the University of Nevada Las Vegas,

Toronto’s Anthony Bennett is chosen by the Cleveland Cavaliers as

first overall pick in the NBA draft.

Sherbrooke hosts Canada Summer Games

Athletes travel to Sherbrooke to compete in Canada's largest

multi-sport competition for amateurs in the first Summer

Games to be held in Quebec.

Blackhawks claim the cup

The Chicago Blackhawks win their second Stanley Cup in four years, defeating the Boston Bruins in

Game 6 of the NHL championship finals.

Seahawks Win Super Bowl

The Seattle Seahawks achieve a

decisive, 43 - 8 victory over the Denver

Broncos to claim the Lombardi Trophy

in Super Bowl XLVIII at New Jersey’s

MetLife Stadium.
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Team Canada brings home 10 gold, 10 silver,

and five bronze medals from the Sochi Winter

Games.

Canada wins gold in women’s hockey
The Canadian women's hockey team brings home its fourth

consecutive Olympic gold medal by defeating the US 3-2.

Sisters Achieve Medals in Sochi

Justine Dufour-Lapointe, 19, wins Olympic gold in the

freestyle skiing moguls event; her sister Chloe, 22,

takes the silver.

Men’s hockey team takes

Olympic gold

The Canadian men’s hockey team

outshoots the Swedes in their second

straight shutout, winning the gold

medal with a final score of 3-0.

Curlers celebrate double

gold medals

For the first time ever, Canada’s

men’s and women’s curling teams

win gold at the same Olympics.

Carrying the flag

for Team Canada

Bobsled gold medal

winners Kaillie Hum-

phries and Heather

Moyse are Canada’s

flag-bearers for the

closing ceremony at the

Winter Olympics.



Taylor Swift headlines “Secret” show

Taylor Swift performs “I Knew You Were Trouble” at the

Victoria’s Secret fashion show in New York.

Eminem is back on top

The Marshall Mathers LP 2

puts Eminem at the number 1

spot on the Billboard charts.

The release is his eighth studio

album.

Jay-Z unveils new album

Magna Carta Holy Grail is Jay-Z’s twelfth studio release.

The album features guest artists such as Justin Timber-

lake, Swizz Beats, Frank Ocean, and Pharrell.

Hedley at halftime

At the 101st Grey Cup halftime

show, Hedley performs Anything.

A snowmobiler zooms up a ramp

and flies over the stage during the

performance.

Avicii blends and bends genres

By combining country and electronic/house music on his

single, “Wake me up,” Swedish artist Avicii tops pop charts

around the world.

Katy Roars

Katy Perry’s power pop song, "Roar”, the first single from her

fourth album, Prism, tops music charts in the United States and

eight other countries.

Drake debuts third album

Nothing Was the Same, Drake’s third studio album tops the

charts in Australia, Canada, Denmark, the United Kingdom, and

the United States.



Bieber takes a turbulent turn

Troubled teen idol Justin Bieber

threatens to retire after making headlines

for misbehaving in New York, Rio de

Janeiro, and Toronto.

Kanye declares himself

world’s best

After Kanye West tells an interviewer that

he is the “No. 1 rock star on the planet,”

Jimmy Kimmel Live pokes fun at him in

a skit and a Twitter war ensues.

Timberlake Tops Twice

20/20 - 2 of 2 is Justin Timberlake’s second

chart-topping album of the year. The release

debuts at Number 1 on the Billboard 200 album

chart.

AWAR

Canada’s top 10 downloaded songs:

1. Timber, Pitbull featuring Ke$ha

2. Say Something, Great Big World & Christina Aguilera

3. Counting Stars, One Republic

4. Let Her Go Passenger

5. Dark Horse. Katy Perry featuring Juicy J

6. Hey Brother, Avicii

7. Team, Lorde

8. Demons. Imagine Dragon

9. Story of My Life. One Direction

10. Wake Me Up, Avicii

iTunes

Macklemore single

supports gay marriage

Hip-hop artist Macklemore

produces a touching video for

his single, “Same Love,”

which expresses his support

for same-sex marriage.

Video stars gather for live

awards webcast

Taylor Swift and Eminem are among the

winners at the first-ever YouTube Music

Awards, an unscripted event hosted by

Jason Schwartzman and Reggie Watts.
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L Via Rail train collides

with double-decker

bus

An Ottawa bus crashes a gate

and collides with a passenger

train. The rush hour collision

sends 30 bus passengers to

hospital. Six are killed.

k, £

&

North Korea Defies Sanctions

Under Dear Leader Kim Jong-Un, North Korea threatens to

declare war on South Korea and claims to be preparing for a

fourth nuclear test.

Toronto mayor admits to smoking

crack

After Rob Ford admits to using crack cocaine,

Toronto City Council votes to strip him of

most of his mayoral powers.

Trudeau earns eighty percent of the vote

Justin Trudeau emerges with a decisive victory from a field of six

candidates to win the leadership of the troubled Liberal Party of

Canada.

m
World Mourns Madiba

The death of South Africa’s first black president, the

anti-apartheid activist Nelson Mandela, inspires heartfelt

tributes around the world.

Gay premier is Canada’s first

Ontario Liberal Leader Kathleen Wynne is the sixth woman

premier and the first openly gay premier in the nation.

Teen activist tours to support new

book

Sixteen-year-old Malala Yousafzai, who

survived being shot by the Taliban, travels the

world to advocate education for all children.

Alberta floodwaters

recede

After cleanup and recovery

from the costliest natural

disaster in Canadian

history, the city of Calgary

considers plans to prevent

future flooding.

a



Top 10 Medical Breakthroughs of 2013

1. A toddler born with HIV is functionally cured 6. Hair follicle transplant advances

2. More people on statins to treat cholesterol 7. Faecal microbe treatment via capsule

3. Home pregnancy test that estimates time since ovulation 8. In vitro activation for ovarian insufficiency

4. Cloning of human egg produces embryonic stem cells 9. Newly discovered genes linked to Alzheimer’s

5. Single-dose vaccine for HPV 10. Early detection of Parkinson’s disease

RCMP foils Canada Day terror

plot

Two B.C. residents are accused of plot-

ting to place pressure cooker bombs

at the provincial legislature in Victoria

during Canada Day celebrations.

Time Magazine

Astronaut is multimedia star

Commander Chris Hadfield publishes a book and achieves

YouTube stardom by singing David Bowie’s “Space Oddity"

in a video recorded on the space station.

The BlackBerry falls on

hard times

Smartphone competitors such as

the iPhone and Android devices

eclipse the BlackBerry, once

the industry leader in wireless

handheld devices.

Explosive accident rocks

Lac-Megantic

More than 1 ,000 residents of this Quebec

town are evacuated after a derailed train

carrying crude oil ignites a massive fire.

Christmas by candlelight

Toronto residents endure several

days without power after an ice

storm causes a blackout during the

holiday season.



A Sinister Future Calls for a Clever Heroine

The first book in Veronica Roth’s dystopian trilogy is adapted

for the big screen. Shailene Woodley stars as Beatrice “Tris”

Prior in Divergent.

The First Avenger Comes Back for Seconds

Marvel’s Captain America returns to the big screen to stop a

shadowy assassin in Captain America: The Winter Soldier.

A Classic Romance for a New Generation

Downton Abbey creator Julian Fellowes adapts the story of

Shakespeare’s star-crossed lovers for the big screen in

Romeo & Juliet.

Meanwhile, in Middle Earth

Bilbo Baggins treks across the silver screen in The Hobbit: The

Desolation ofSmaug, the second of a three-part series based on

the J.R.R. Tolkien novel.

A Gifted Teen Masters

Games of War

Andrew “Ender” Wiggin is a brilliant boy

recruited by the military to help save Earth

from an invasion of evil aliens in the sci-fi

thriller Ender’s Game.

Frozen Gets a Warm Reception

Critics and audiences fall for Disney’s Frozen,

the computer-animated musical tale of princess

siblings, a magic snowman and a kingdom

trapped in eternal winter.

A Heroic Success

Thor saves the universe from the dark

intentions of the evil Malekith as Thor:

The Dark World earns more than $500

million worldwide.

A Real-life Pirate Story

When desperate Somali pirates hijack the American cargo ship MV Maersk Alabama,

its captain undergoes a life-threatening ordeal in Captain Phillips.
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Most-viewed Top 10 on Netflix

1. Orange Is the New Black 6. Jack Read

2. Flight 7. Family Guy

3. Russell Peters: Notorious 8. Colombian;

4. Taken 2 9. Californica

Katniss Sets Box

Office Ablaze

Box office receipts of $161 million

from the first weekend of The

Hunger Games: Catching Fire set

a record for the best November

opening of all time.

netflix.com

Spider-Man Swings Back

for a Sequel

New York is once again threatened by evil

villains with formidable powers. Andrew

Garfield returns to play the title role in

The Amazing Spider-Man 2.

Astronaut Movie Hits

the Stratosphere

Gravity
, a feature film starring

Sandra Bullock and George

Clooney as astronauts in danger,

earns a record-breaking $55.6

million on its opening weekend.

Transformers Return to Theaters

Earth is once again in danger, as humankind

contends with the dangers of technology

and the struggle between good and evil in

Transformers 4: Age of Extinction.



AppStore [Google play]

VPirte
A new app for creating short, looping videos.

Vine videos are little windows into the people, ideas and * 7We®*

objects that make up your life. See life in motion by watching

these examples.

I I
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iPhone 5S Garners Praise

Apple introduces its latest

iPhone with an improved camera,

TouchID fingerprint sensor and

best-in-class motion sensors.

Controversy Surrounds Social Networking App

Ask.fm, a social networking app where users post questions

and comments anonymously, is linked to cyber bullying.

Vine of the Times

Vine, the new social video network where people upload

six-second mini-movies, called "Vines,” attracts more than

40 million users in just 10 months.

Game Builds Success Block by Block

Minecraft, an open world game that gives players the

freedom to shape their own worlds, hits $33 million in sales

across all platforms.

Facebook Faces New Rival

A new social networking app called Pheed— which combines

features from Facebook, Instagram, Twitter, and YouTube—
attracts younger users.

*3

Even Parents Know

What it Means

The term “selfie," coined by

social media users to describe

self-portrait snapshots, is

officially added to the lexicon

by dictionary publishers.

Hump Day Ad Garners

Heaps of Shares

GEICO’s "Hump Day" ad, starring

an annoyingly gleeful camel, is

one of the year’s most popular,

with more than 4 million shares

on social media.

Fox Video is a Viral Hit

“The Fox (What Does the Fox Say?),” a music video by a

Norwegian comedy team, Ylvis, goes viral with more than

192 million views on YouTube.



Canada’s Top Free App Downloads of 2013

1. Candy Crush Saga

2. Snapchat

3. Youtube

4. 4 Pics 1 Word

5. Google Maps

6. Temple Run 2

7. Vine

8. Facebook

9. Instagram

10. BBM

apple.com

Pictures Disappear on Social Media
Teens share photos fleetingly on Snapchat, a

popular app where content disappears after only

one to ten seconds.

100

iTunes Radio

Featured Stations

4
CuWOl-Siri

My Stations

Apple’s New iTunes Radio™
Apple introduces iTunes Radio, where online

subscribers can hear selections based on songs

they’ve purchased.

They Get the Boy

and the Prize

“I Got a Boy,” by Girls’

Generation, a Korean

K-Pop group, wins the

top prize at the first-ever

YouTube Music Awards.

Game Company Cashes In

The company that produces Candy Crush Saga

reports earnings of $650,000 per day from users

who pay to unlock premium features.

Smartwatch Sells Well

Despite so-so reviews by technology columnists,

the Galaxy Gear smartwatch achieves better-than-

expected sales.
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Sounds Colorful

The must-have headphones

of the moment, Beats Solo

HD by Dr. Dre, are available

in a range of colors with a

matte finish.

Reality heads north

A popular reality show is adapted for Ontario treasure hunters.

Storage Wars Canada debuts on OLN.

Home chefs compete

Professional restaurateurs Claudio Aprile, Michael Bonacini, and

Alvin Leung judge the cooking of amateurs in Masterchef Canada.

Popular shows earn dubious distinction

The most illegally downloaded shows, according to TorrentFreak,

are Game of Thrones, Breaking Bad, and The Walking Dead.

PlayStation Plays to Win

A poll shows that gamers strongly prefer Sony’s

PlayStation 4 to Microsoft’s competing Xbox One.

Walter White says goodbye

After five seasons, the TV drama Breaking

Bad airs its final episode, which draws 10.3

million viewers.

Fox is funny in primetime

Michael J. Fox returns to TV with The Michael J. Fox Show, portraying an anchorman contend-

ing with family life and Parkinson’s disease.



Rogers partners with

the NHL
Rogers Communications

signs a 12-year deal

with the National Hockey

League giving the company

exclusive, national rights to

all NHL games.

Glee Garners Awards
The Teen Choice Awards presents Glee with the award for

Choice TV Show: Comedy. The musical comedy series also

picks up eight People’s Choice Award nominations.

Cable Providers Offer Netflix Streaming

Cable companies try cooperating with rival Netflix

so customers can get streaming content straight

from their cable boxes.

NETFLIX

Top 10 searches by

1. Miley Cyrus

2. Rob Ford

3. BlackBerry

4. Kim Kardashian

5. Fifty Shades of Grey

visitors on Yahoo Canada
6. New iPhone

7. Robin Thicke

8. Kate Middleton

9. Kate Upton

10. Syria

yahoo.ca

Zombies are back by popular demand
The walkers and the survivors of The Walking Dead,

the post-apocalyptic horror drama series, return for a

fourth season.

Secret missions

behind enemy lines

Activision’s Call of Duty:

Ghosts is released for

the next-generation Xbox

and PlayStation 4 game

consoles.
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Catholics welcome Argentine Pope

Pope Francis is elected the 266th Pope of the Catholic

Church. His strong opinions about ministering to the poor

make headlines around the world.

“Cronut” burger topping causes food poisoning

More than 79 cases of food-borne illness are traced to the

maple bacon jam condiment on “cronut” burgers served at the

Canadian National Exhibit.

Prince Charming

Britain’s royal family welcomes baby Prince George, first son

of Prince William and Catherine, Duchess of Cambridge.

Top 10 Technology

gadgets in 2013

1. Google Chromecast

2. Apple’s new iPads

3. Oculus Rift Development Kit

4. Pebble Smartwatch

5. Apple iPhone 5s

6. Microsoft Xbox One

7. Amazon Kindle Fire HDX

8. Nest Protect

9. Leap Motion Controller

10. Nokia Lumia1020

Time Magazine

Yoga Pants Bend

the Rules

Stretchy, comfortable yoga

pants are a popular fashion

choice, even among those

who don’t know a plow

pose from a downward dog.

Super Mario 3D Debuts

Nintendo releases Super Mario 3D World for the Wii U

console. The video game is the sequel to Super Mario

3D Land.

Top 10 cool cars of

2013

1. BMW 4 Series coupe

2. Cadillac CTS

3. Chevrolet Silverado High Country

4. Fiat 500 L

5. Infiniti Q50

6. Jaguar F-Type convertible

7. Jeep Cherokee

8. Rolls Royce Wraith

9. Mazda 3

10. Mercedes-Benz CLA

Time Magazine

High-performance

Sportswear

The compression shirt

is designed with features

athletes need, like

fast-drying fabrics,

heat-trapping layers,

unrestricted stretch,

and flat seams.

©2014 Jostens. Inc. Printed in USA. 13-0510 (0000)
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